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Tues.
Introduction

A project as big as a Giving Tuesday initiative demands planning and collaboration to achieve the highest level of success.
The day kicks off the most active period of charitable giving
for more than just your organization, so you need to carefully
communicate the value of your work in order to stand out and
capitalize on the momentum of the season.
It’s a time to be hyper-focused on your fundraising with heightened challenges, storytelling, and engagement, but preparing for this sprint starts far before the actual day, and continues beyond it in order to keep
new and old donors alike invested in your cause.
Building the right team is the first and most important step in your game plan. It’s impossible to successfully
complete an undertaking as vast as Giving Tuesday by yourself, and those working with you will help keep
you motivated and bring fresh ideas to your initiative.The people you bring in for this effort will help to organize your initiative, spread the word, and build your donor base, all while maintaining strong enthusiasm
and momentum in a process that has many moving parts.Your team members’ involvement is a substantial
investment on their part and yours, so think carefully about who to ask and why you need them.
When assembling your Giving Tuesday team, remember to identify the roles you need, assign people to specific roles, confirm key dates and milestones for the group to reference, and inspire the team with the Giving
Tuesday brand and mission.
IDENTIFY / ASSIGN / CONFIRM / INSPIRE
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IDENTIFY / ASSIGN / CONFIRM / INSPIRE

Identify the Roles You Need
There are a few essential positions that every team will need to fill, although who fills these roles may look
different depending on your team, project, and resources. It may best suit your infrastructure to combine
several positions into one, or add a role that is not listed here. You may end up with smaller sub-teams under
the umbrella of your main Giving Tuesday team at large. Everyone will be working together on the overall
initiative, although some positions will naturally need to work more closely regarding certain elements.
Whatever your Giving Tuesday launch team looks like, think critically about what work needs to be done and
how it can be delegated to various team members. Think also about what kind of time commitment you can
reasonably expect from each of your team members.

DOWNLOAD #GIVINGTUESDAY STAFFING TEMPLATE

CO NSID ER T HE FO L LOW IN G R OLES AS A STARTING P OINT:
Project Lead/Project Manager/ Team Leader
This person is in charge of the direction of the project and the team as a whole. Key responsibilities include:
• Determining the vision and setting goal(s) for the overall initiative
• Delegating tasks
• Leading meetings
• Maintaining a project plan, including progress status
• Communicating between team members, staff, volunteers, and other involved parties
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Story Curator
This person determines the story of your campaign and organization. The narrative they craft should be
compelling. They can expect to work closely with your Marketing Lead and Content Collectors to ensure that
all stories are ready to go in a timely manner and are told in a way that moves people to act. Key responsibilities include:
• Writing copy
• Collecting visual media
• Conducting interviews

Marketing Lead
This person takes the vision and goals of your overall initiative from the Project Lead and shares them with
the world. They should expect to work closely with your Project Lead and Social Media Lead. Key responsibilities include:
• Making your initiative known and visible
• Using a combination of social media, email, direct mail, media mentions, advertising campaigns,
and event promotion
• Planning the communications schedule
• Increasing awareness through any and all channels
• Employing clear Calls To Actions (CTAs)

Social Media Lead
This person runs your campaign’s social media accounts. While this position would be easily combinable
with the Marketing Lead, it might be helpful to have multiple team members working in this role, especially
if they have expertise with specific forms of social media. If you have a small team of social media gurus,
elect a point person to ensure consistency across the various platforms or involve a volunteer or brand
ambassador.
Facebook and Instagram are the most influential for promoting your fundraising and are must-haves, but
other platforms can be useful if you have content to fit the medium and an audience that you know is active
on them. The Social Media Lead should expect to work closely with the Project Lead, Marketing Lead, and
Content Collectors. Key responsibilities include:
• Drafting or collaborating on content
• Executing best practices for timing and framing of content
• Interacting with your network to maximize engagement
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Matches and Challenges Coordinator
This person reaches out to potential large gift donors to organize matching contributions or challenges.
Some donors may stipulate how they would like their gift to be used, but if not, it is up to the Matches and
Challenges Coordinator to determine how that gift could most effectively motivate increased giving. For
challenges, consider engagement, new donors, total donors, and total donations as possible goals to unlock
a challenge gift. This person should expect to work closely with the Project Lead and Stewardship Ambassador, as well as the Marketing and Social Media Leads to promote the challenge once a donor has been
secured. Key responsibilities include:
• Maintaining a database of current and previous large gift donors
• Reaching out to potential large gift donors
• Determining matching and challenge criteria
• Promoting challenges and matches leading up to and during Giving Tuesday

Stewardship Ambassador
This person plans and creates the stewardship journey for your donors. Depending on your organization it
may be a full time role, a partial role, or an additional responsibility assigned for the Giving Tuesday initiative. Key responsibilities include:
• Creating a Stewardship timeline for follow-up communication post event, X number days following,
and up to 6 months afterwards
• Identifying the best channels through which to thank donors
• Creating copy for the thank you message or working with others to deliver a personalized experience
• Determining visual content to go with the thank you message, such as a video, photo, or carousel of
images
• Maintaining segmented lists

Content Collector
This person works with video and photography to provide visual materials for your initiative. It is particularly
important to have this person for any events that will fall in the days or weeks leading up to Giving Tuesday,
as those events allow Content Collectors to take pictures or recordings of people actually engaging with
your organization. Content Collectors may also be able to compile promotional videos or gather quotes from
those who interact with your project or projects. This role may lend itself to a small team rather than an
individual. Your Content Collector(s) should work with your Project Lead, Story Curator, Marketing Lead, and
Social Media Lead to provide and curate imagery and videos for your initiative. Key responsibilities include:
• Taking photos or video at events
• Curating photos from previous events, if archives exist
• Gathering photos from volunteers or participants
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IDENTIFY / ASSIGN / CONFIRM / INSPIRE

Assign the Right People
When assembling your team of in-house people, don’t assume that each role on your Giving Tuesday team
must align with an existing job title. Think of this project as an opportunity to shake things up for people
who may have skills that are not otherwise being utilized. If you know that someone in your organization
enjoys photography outside of work, or tells incredible stories, or writes touching thank you notes, ask them
to get involved as a Content Collector, Story Curator, or Stewardship Ambassador. Your volunteer base, while
not best suited for leadership roles in your project, can also be invaluable as members of a sub-team working on outreach or awareness.
While each role requires different skills, all benefit from having people who are organized and enthusiastic.
With all of the moving parts involved in a big initiative, it’s important to keep track of who has been contacted and what still needs to be done. Since most of the exciting action will happen on Giving Tuesday, having
people who are excited about the project can keep your team’s morale and momentum strong, even when
most of what’s happening at a given stage is the necessary but less exciting legwork to make the big moment
a smashing success.
How you bring people into your team can be as important as who you bring in. Ask people directly whether
they would be willing to fill a particular position on your team, and let them know up front what the expectations are for the role they might take on. By asking them directly, you let them know that you want them
specifically, rather than any warm body as a placeholder. A direct ask also communicates that you have
considered their talents and how they would best benefit this project.
Explain the initiative and its value if they aren’t already aware, as well as your overall goals. Let them know
specifically what the role you’re asking them to take on entails. Making them aware of the expectations up
front serves to minimize dropouts late in the game. People know how much time and energy they can commit to the project as individuals; it can be easier to sign up for a big project if the expectations placed have
defined limits, particularly if you’re asking rather than assigning.
These limits and definitions are a way of showing respect to their time and yours, especially if this is project
would be taken on in addition to other work commitments. Make it clear that the time commitment will
increase as Giving Tuesday approaches, but take care to keep the expectations within reason.
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IDENTIFY / ASSIGN / CONFIRM / INSPIRE

Confirm Key Dates & Milestones
Once you have your team assembled, set out a calendar of key dates and checkpoints. Some dates will be
firm and may be set even before the team is fully formed, but others may be more flexible. Be sure to include
deadlines for your:
• Official Launch
• Soft Launch
• Story submissions
• Written and visual content submission
• Story and content approvals
• Formalized outreach calendars for social media
• Email blasts
• On-page updates
• Stewardship campaigns
Not all teams opt for a soft launch, although we have observed the practice of a soft launch for select supporters and community members ranging anywhere from one week up to three weeks prior to the big event.
When it comes to scheduling meetings and deadlines for content, work with your team to keep everyone
involved in the process. It’s especially important to involve your Marketing and Communications team early
to coordinate approval and expectations.
Set regular meetings that all involved parties can attend. Depending on the many activities your team may
be juggling in the months leading up to Giving Tuesday you may start with monthly meetings that grow
more frequent or you may choose to have weeklies at the onset and then lessen the frequency over time
once the various pieces start to take shape. Most likely there will be an opportunity to bring the team together weekly anywhere between four to six weeks pre-launch.

DOWNLOAD SAMPLE WEEKLY MEETING AGENDA
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Weekly status reports are another way to keep communication flowing in the months leading up to the project. This technique keeps everyone in the know and will highlight topics that may merit an all-team meeting.
That said, some roles will be more collaborative or more dependent on work from other parts of the team
regardless of your meeting schedule. For example, social media and marketing cannot share the story if
there is not yet a curated story to tell. That story may be dependent on pictures and quotes.
Make sure the schedule you devise does not leave part of your team scrambling for key information. It’s
critical to schedule the communication cadence so that the marketing team can plan on deploying messaging months, weeks, and days prior to the big day. Content creation can be assigned due dates of completion
well in advance of the event so that when those key dates arrive on the calendar they just need to send it to
the right list on the right channel.
Work backwards from your launch or launches to determine deadlines for the different components of the
project. If one piece cannot begin without another having been completed, budget ample time in the schedule for that work to be done and done well. Let your team have a say in these deadlines where possible and
hold them to the schedule you set as a group.

Project Lead

Marketing Lead

Story Curator

Matches & Challenges Coord.

Social Media Lead

Stewardship Ambassador

Content Collector
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IDENTIFY / ASSIGN / CONFIRM / INSPIRE

Inspire Your Team!
The team you’ve built for your Giving Tuesday campaign should already be comprised of people who are
enthusiastic about the project, but it never hurts to have a good morale boost. Keep the branding of your
campaign focused and present to keep the team’s energy high and the goal in mind. This should be an effort
that represents the mission of the organization as a whole as well as the initiative’s specific vision. It should
be a rallying force for your team.
The mission, vision, and brand of your organization overall should already unify your goals, impact, and
identity through recognizable images and taglines. A strong sense of pathos is crucial when it comes to
making your passion for your values stand out. Incorporate existing branding into this particular initiative,
but don’t hesitate to add a more specific note, image, or detail to really emphasize your specific goals for this
fundraising.
Your mission statement should evolve slightly each year as you make progress toward your broader goals
or refine your efforts; think of this as a step in this direction. A Giving Tuesday initiative should allow your
organization to make tangible strides toward those big goals. What will this success allow you to do? Devise
a more specific mission statement and goals for this initiative to help you to focus your direction and branding. Employ a tagline, hashtag, or graphic with this initiative that will allow you to spotlight the benefits and
importance of donating now rather than later.

NEXT STOPS: CREATE A POWERFUL ONLINE FUNDRAISING MISSION, VISION, AND BRAND
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Measures of Success
Everyone wants to run a successful initiative, but the definition of success is far from universal. How you
decide to measure the success of your Giving Tuesday initiative is unique to your organization and project
and is largely impacted by your mission, vision, and history. You are also not limited to only one metric when
gauging your success. The intention of your initiative should be determined ahead of time, with goals laid
out before your initiative really takes off so that you can decide how best to channel that momentum in a
way that is meaningful for your specific organization.
The amount of funds raised or donors active might be obvious choices for measuring success, though these
can still be viewed from different perspectives. When tracking funds, it may be more meaningful to aim for a
certain dollar figure, a percentage of growth, or an increase in average gift size. For donors, you might consider tracking first time donors, repeat donors, or conversion rates.
Other factors you might want to track include media mentions, social media followers, challenges, and available matching funds. Based on your unique needs, there may be another element that takes precedence.
Goals based on these metrics are not mutually exclusive; they can be combined in any way that feels relevant and necessary for your organization.
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Some of the factors mentioned here may not apply to your specific initiative, or they may not apply at the
moment depending on your organization’s history, reach, or focus. Alternatively, a particular metric might
be applicable but not a primary concern at this time. Whatever you decide to prioritize, remember that the
goals your team sets for this initiative are yours and only yours, so choose something impactful.
The goals you set should focus on growth in whatever manner or manners you decide to track. It’s great to
meet and exceed a previously set standard or record, but new undertakings can also be incredibly valuable.
Is this your first time running a Giving Tuesday initiative? Great! You’re already taking a huge step. Have you
ever included matching or challenge opportunities? Try to include at least one this year, or issue a challenge
differently than you have in previous years. Do you have your volunteers and champions involved with your
online initiatives? Ask them to help spread the word organically to cast a wider net for potential donors. Is
a particular social media platform missing from your online presence? Make this the year to broaden your
reach.
Bear in mind, too, that success can come in many different forms and that few, if any, are intrinsically linked.
It’s possible to have a high rate of conversion without an increase in average gift size, an increase in funds
raised with a low number of returning donors, or many new online followers without a proportionate number of new donors.
Setting goals that pertain to different factors can serve to widen your focus and provide many successes. It’s
true that you might not meet every goal that you set, but that won’t keep it from being a successful initiative
and growing your impact.
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Setting SMART Goals
When it comes time to gauge the success of your initiative, it’s not enough to merely have a handful of goals.
Too often, goals tend to be vague notions, where determining success can be difficult. To combat potential
confusion and better evaluate how a goal was reached or where it may have fallen short, focus on phrasing.
How you articulate a goal can change how you view it. If a goal is SMART—specific, measurable, attainable,
relevant, and timely—it will be easier both to focus the direction of the campaign in order to achieve it and
to ensure that everyone on your team is clear on exactly what benchmark you are trying to meet.

S

Specific
Naming a specific goal is the biggest funnel when it comes to focusing in on what you really want to achieve.
Vagueness is often a problem with personal goal setting. If you say you want to eat better, for example, do
you want to supplement or strike from your current diet? “Eating better” might mean cutting sugar, carbs, or
additives, but it could also mean incorporating more protein, fruits, or vegetables, or drinking more water.
We see the same problem with goals set for projects like your Giving Tuesday initiative.
Let’s say your goal is to broaden your reach. When making a statement like that, do you mean you want to
increase new or one-time donors, or do you want to be more visible? If you mean the former, state explicitly
in your goal that you want to increase new donors or conversion rates. If you mean the latter, break that
down into page views, media mentions, followers, or reposts. By naming individual factors, you have taken
one ill-defined goal and turned it into six or more specific goals. You may only really mean or care about one
of those factors, or you may care about half or all of them. Decide with your team what elements are most
relevant to your initiative and name them.

M

Measurable
Qualitative goals are nice, but they can be hard to measure. Words like “better,” “more,” or “higher” come to
mean almost nothing when there isn’t a way to measure the outcome; they’re almost toxic to strong, SMART
goals. Quantitative goals provide a much firmer and more distinct yardstick by which to determine success.
Think about the “eat better” analogy. “Better” is one of our toxic words. If we say “eat more vegetables,”
we’ve made the goal more specific, but have replaced one toxic word with another: “more.” “More” could
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mean anything from adding a handful of carrots as an afternoon snack to making every meal a salad. “More”
also can’t really be measured, as it is relative to the individual and never says when “more” is reached. On
the other hand, “eat x servings of vegetables” lets you know when you have been successful. Specific goals
give you a direction, but measurable goals give you a finish line.
For your fundraising, put a number on your goals. Whether that’s a percentage increase from last year or
a number to count towards, measurable goals let you know how close you are to success every step of the
way. You know when you meet it, and by how much you exceed it. You can gauge not only whether you are
successful, but how successful you are. If you come close to your goal but don’t meet it, which is frustrating
but possible, you can see how close you came rather than regarding it as an all-or-nothing situation. Maybe
your goal is to increase average gift size by 25%. If it rises by 30% instead, then you can count the win and
adjust next year’s goals accordingly. If it only increases by 23%, then you may not have met the goal, but you
know that you came close and that your goal was within a reachable range.

M

Attainable
If you have set a goal that is specific and measurable, you are moving in the right direction. However, it’s
possible to set a goal that meets both of those criteria but overreaches your current abilities, or underestimates your potential growth. Attainable goals need to take into account the history of your organization. If
you participated in Giving Tuesday last year, look at those numbers to determine what would be considered
reasonable growth for you. If Giving Tuesday is new for you, look at past fundraising campaigns to project
what might be within reach for this initiative. You may also find it helpful to reach out to organizations or
institutions that have a similar size and mission to ask what their early Giving Tuesday benchmarks looked
like. This will give you a sense of what is possible so that you don’t under- or overvalue your initiative’s
potential.
In our food analogy, “eat seven servings of vegetables” might not be the best goal if you hate all things leafy
or green with a vengeance, for example. The goal should be pertinent to the individual and realistic when
weighed against the unique circumstances and history of the goal setter.
For your fundraising, the goal you set should be challenging without overreaching and setting yourself up
to fail. If your organization has never raised more than $5,000 in one event or initiative, don’t set your Giving
Tuesday goal at $100,000. Likewise, if you’ve consistently increased the number of first-time donors by 15%,
don’t set the bar at 10%. You may, however, choose to set a more conservative initial goal that you are sure
you can reach and then extend that with one or more stretch goals released over the course of the day. A
wildly successful initial goal can go a long way toward building momentum for successive goals. We will
discuss stretch goals in more detail a bit later.
While you should keep previous projects in mind when setting attainable goals, you can still make goals
attainable if an aspect of the initiative is new and you have nothing against which to compare it. If this is
the first time you’re incorporating challenges, aim for two challenges, for example, or a certain number of
participants active in or funds raised through those challenges.
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R

Relevant
Any goal you set for your initiative should be valuable to the initiative and your team. There’s no point tracking a particular metric if you know you won’t do anything with the information. Focus on what you need or
what you use. Just as you don’t want to set a goal that seems unreasonable, you don’t want to set a goal that
either can be achieved with minimal effort or means nothing to your effort. You wouldn’t bother to set a goal
to eat seven servings of vegetables if you were already vegetarian or vegan, and you wouldn’t set a goal to
eat meat if you met those same criteria. Don’t waste your efforts on goals that aren’t worth your while.
Maybe your organization has a strong presence on Facebook and Instagram (remember, the two most
influential platforms) but doesn’t have an account on YouTube. Video can be compelling in a fundraising
initiative. In fact, Indiegogo reports that a fundraising project with a video will raise on average 114% more
than one without; we recommend using at least one video as a best practice. However, there is a big difference between employing one or two powerful videos and focusing on a platform where everything would
need to come in the form of a video. If your cause doesn’t naturally lend itself to a regular series of videos, if
no one on your in-house team has the skills necessary for good, frequent video production, or if your target
demographic isn’t active or likely to find you on YouTube, then it doesn’t make sense to set a goal to expand
your online presence by starting a YouTube channel as a main way of reaching a wider audience. If your team
decides to focus on broadening your reach with donor acquisition rather than increasing the average gift
size, then you may want to set goals that more closely align with tracking interaction, followers, and new
donors rather than venturing into an entirely new platform.
You should have multiple goals for your initiative, though some might be more highly prioritized than others. Some factors might have little to no bearing on your project and organization, while others might be less
of a focus but still worthwhile. When determining your relevant goals, take a moment to consider if a metric
is still important enough to track, even if you don’t set a goal specifically for it.

T

Timely
Keep a timeline in mind when setting your goals. When it comes to tracking your funds and activity, Giving
Tuesday itself is the most likely time frame. While the bulk of your activity will happen on Giving Tuesday,
your initiative neither starts nor stops there.
Your goals don’t all have to be about the fundraising itself; if you have goals that are more important in
the preparation phase, employ them. You will definitely have stewardship efforts taking place after Giving
Tuesday. If your Stewardship Ambassador emphasizes personalized or handwritten “thank-you’s,” a possible
SMART goal for your stewardship might be to write x number of notes per day after the close of the initiative
to ensure that all donors are thanked meaningfully within a predetermined timeline.
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Setting Stretch Goals
When it comes time for gifts to start coming in on Giving Tuesday, you may find your campaign reaching your
goals quickly. It’s an incredible feeling to find success early, but motivating donors to continue giving after a
goal has been reached is tricky. Having multiple goals made public, like a dollar figure as well as a number
of individual donors, can help with some of that, but may not last for the full duration. Stretch goals are one
way to keep donors intrigued and involved when the main goals have been met but there’s still plenty of
time left on the clock.
Stretch goals are all about communicating with your donors, so they should have an outward impact. Your
donors probably don’t care as much about some of the metrics that are important to your in-house team,
like average gift size and conversion rates. They care about your cause. After all, there’s a reason they chose
to give to your organization out of the many who participate in Giving Tuesday. Show them how an additional contribution will move your efforts forward and how they can best help you achieve that.
While your main goal should be challenging but attainable, stretch goals allow for an added level of ambition. Your primary goals should get you to a place where you are pleased with what you can accomplish;
stretch goals can push that to the next level, so bring out those pie-in-the-sky, best-case-scenario plans.
Because stretch goals don’t carry the same sense of urgency as your initial goal, they need to be even more
specific and tangible in the difference they can make. What would a stretch goal allow you to do that your
initial goal wouldn’t? Variants on “do more” or “be better” are not compelling enough reasons. If your organization provides a good or service, note whether there’s any point where the cost per unit drops. Those levels can serve as a built-in stretch goal or goals. Even if bulk has no impact on cost, try to frame your stretch
goals in terms of steps, upgrades, or next levels.
If you’re fighting food insecurity, how much do you need to raise to provide an additional 50 or 100 meals? If
you’re providing gas cards, vaccinations, school supplies, or winter coats, what would it take to provide aid
and supplies for x additional people beyond your original goal? If you’re planning a community garden or a
new building, could additional funding allow for additional features or a larger space?
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All of these numbers should be worked out far before the actual giving day. Have a handful of stretch goals
set in advance at various benchmarks. The distance between goals will vary depending on your organization,
cause, and primary goal, but should fall in a range that is both ambitious and achievable. If you had no problem reaching a $10,000 goal, then a $500 stretch goal isn’t much of a reach. On the other hand, $5,000 might
be a bit daunting for a first increase. Consider the numbers relative to potential impact when setting both
the stretch goals and the increments.
A stretch goal should add value, not move the finish line. Listing all of your primary and stretch goals up
front can shift the focus to the higher end rather than the main goal. If you choose to go this direction, you
may want to view your goals as a series of goals rather than one main goal and a handful of stretches, as you
will visibly be building toward the highest goal from the start.
If you opt to make stretch goals known throughout the day rather than all at once, then timing can have a
bigger impact on their reception. Releasing a stretch goal when a main goal is almost but not quite met can
come across as devaluing the near-met goal in favor of the reach. Instead, make the next stretch goal public
once the previous goal has been met, as if donors have unlocked a new level, accompanied by thanks and
acknowledgment for making the previous goal a success. This can help to gamify your goals and capitalize
on the momentum of finding success.
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Reporting Your Successes
The goals that you meet during your Giving Tuesday initiative would not be possible without your donor
base. It is never too early to thank your donors and begin your stewardship efforts. Real-time updates can
be part of this process, and can broaden your reach. Throughout the day, share updates when you reach
milestones like 500 individual donors or 50% or 75% of your fundraising goal. This connects the community
of your donor base and may encourage them to bring friends and family to contribute to your initiative.
You can also keep your progress current without sending an email or social media post for every update.
On your landing page or donation page, be sure to log contributions in real time to keep your totals current.
Consider also including a leaderboard, which may be able to track total donors, top donors, or even teams,
should you choose to employ team-based fundraising.
If you have matching contributions or challenges, make sure updates are announced and clearly visible on
your page. While a challenge or match is distinct from your main or stretch goals, they do present opportunities to share success at a smaller benchmark, which can lead to a large jump in the case of an unlocked
challenge gift and a feeling of accomplishment for both. A challenge or match doesn’t necessarily need to
be listed among your primary goals, but hitting that mark does help build momentum and demonstrate
success.
At the end of the day, of course, you want to report to your donor base the total amount you were able to
raise, but that should not be the end of your communication for this initiative. More than simply letting people know when you’ve reached your goals, reporting your initiative’s successes means demonstrating the
impact your donors have had on your cause. A thank you note, image, or video is a good way to show appreciation as well as the first actions that are being planned or implemented which have been made possible
by your Giving Tuesday initiative. As more is accomplished with these funds, communicate with your donors
to show them the impact of their contribution. This not only provides them with proof of your efforts and
personal satisfaction, but builds a relationship that may be called upon again for future initiatives.
Internally, your reporting will take a different form and will need to incorporate more metrics than are reported to your donor base. While some elements require donors to identify themselves and can therefore be
skewed by anonymous donations, you will generally be able to track donors, dollars, average gift size, new
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and recurring donors, age range, affiliation, means of donation (digital, mail, or phone), and growth from
previous years. Additionally, it’s a good idea to track your social media posts, reach, and engagement.
You probably already have a standard way of reporting to the relevant people in your organization. There is
no reason to change an existing structure just for Giving Tuesday, but bear in mind that the possible range of
dates for Giving Tuesday is November 27-December 3. If it’s an early year and reports are due at the end of
each month, stay on top of your data and reporting from the beginning to avoid a last-minute scramble.
Keep your records and data organized and remember that pertinent information may not be limited to the
factors in your reports. Your board will see more information than your donors, but you may have additional
elements that the board will not see but that are relevant to the specific initiative. Note any information that
relates to the goals you set for this year, as well as any that may influence your goals or strategy for next year.
It’s never too early to start planning working toward your next great initiative.
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Planning Your Timeline
A strong timeline for your Giving Tuesday initiative offers you structure and checkpoints to ensure that the
event runs smoothly. In order to reap the greatest benefits from your timeline, work backward from the
event to schedule your deadlines, communications, and meetings.
If possible, begin planning 3-5 months in advance of your actual date. You need to ensure that you have
enough time to draft and design any materials and communications, secure approvals where necessary,
find major donors for challenges and matches, and communicate with your donor base at large about your
forthcoming event.
At your first meeting, which should ideally take place in July or August and no later than early September,
discuss this calendar with your team members. Your team should have some input regarding the specific
dates and deadlines you set, but certain tasks need to be completed within a roughly standardized time
frame.
Here, we’ll break down an approximate monthly—and, as we approach Giving Tuesday, weekly—checklist
and schedule for your planning needs.
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First Meeting With Your Team
Before you can meet with your team, you must first have your team selected and assembled. The earlier you
can start this conversation, the better. If you plan to have your first meeting in August or early September,
make sure that you start putting your team together over the summer so that everyone is prepared and
focused once your planning phase begins.
This first meeting should cover all of the housekeeping that needs to be done to set your schedule moving
forward. Beyond the scope of this project, consider whether any formal departments in your organization,
such as Marketing or Student Life, need to be involved with creating or approving your materials, including
visuals and communications. If you cannot proceed past a certain step without someone else signing off,
take their process and standard response time into consideration when plotting your dates.
The meeting should also serve as a think tank or brainstorming session for the branding and focus of this
year’s initiative. What theme or story do you want to specifically focus on for this initiative? This decision is
particularly important if you have worked on a number of different projects in the past. What kind of language and visuals will best help you communicate this project to your audience?

NE XT ST E PS

Craft a strong narrative to tell the story
of your organization and initiative

When considering the strategies and channels available to you, think about how each component can fit
together. An omnichannel approach creates a fuller, more well-rounded and integrated experience than a
traditional multichannel approach that employs a variety of tactics and mediums but doesn’t weave them
together. Think of the difference in terms of a relay where people work together as opposed to a group
of runners who just happen to be going in the same direction. You can stretch your reach and cover more
ground when your components work well together.
We recommend using some combination of social media, emails, direct mail, phonathons, and real people
and events congruently. A variety of channels allows you to reach your target audience in multiple ways and
allows them to interact in the way or ways in which they feel most comfortable and receptive.
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An event might be the most challenging of these options, particularly with the craziness of the holiday season, but it can also be one of the most rewarding. Events sometimes allow people to work directly with your
cause and always demonstrate the community behind your efforts in a real, tangible way. Your volunteers,
donors, and supporters can connect with each other in person, thereby strengthening everyone’s commitment to your organization. Whether it’s a hands-on project pertaining to your cause, like packing lunches
or sorting and distributing donated goods, or a rallying activity that might involve pledges, like a race or
danceathon, try to incorporate an event into your initiative if you have the team members and volunteers to
properly staff one.
By the end of this first meeting, you should have completed the following checklists:

Do
		

Set deadlines for each part of the team

		

Confer with relevant departments that are required to approve material

Brainstorm
		Hashtag
		Goals
		

Partners/collaborators/major donors

		

Best channels to reach donors and secure gifts

Finalize
		

Overarching theme/story/goal

		

Segmented email lists
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SEPT.
September
3 Months Out

We recommend sharing announcements for Giving Tuesday at 90, 60, and 30 days in advance of the event.
This means that by early September, you need to let your donor base know that your organization is participating in Giving Tuesday this year. You don’t need to have all of the details worked out yet, but you want to
at least put the event on people’s radar as a “save the date.”
In addition to marking the first announcement, September is a big month for prepping your communications and media. Collect visuals and draft copy for mailings, newsletters, and social media posts. Beyond
the scope of your organization, start thinking about local media and other outlets that can help you hype
up your efforts and publicize your fundraising goals and project. Your social media toolkit should also come
together this month so that you can share it with influencers and champions in your network and give them
time to work with it.

NE XT ST E PS

Check out our guide to Social Media
Toolkits for detailed timelines,
strategies, and templates

Take time this month to figure out who your primary influencers might be. Your social media toolkit should
be accessible to anyone who would like to promote your efforts on your behalf, but some people in your network will be more invested, more outspoken, and more valuable. It’s likely that these champions will have
helped you with previous campaigns or initiatives, but don’t assume that they’ll be back this year without
your needing to reach out to them individually. Securing a commitment from your influencers early means
less of a scramble should you have a hard time finding someone later.
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In addition to champions, start thinking about and reaching out to potential major donors. Matching contributions and challenges are popular and strong motivators. Make sure your Major Gift Officers know that this
opportunity exists and are reaching out to their constituents early.
Your September checklist may vary a bit, but should look something like this:

Do
Make an announcement through social media, newsletter, email, or a combination thereof
Gather visual media, such as infographics and photos from previous events
and similar projects
Begin drafting copy for communications and storytelling

Brainstorm
Influencers
Local media or other outlets to generate buzz
Large donors for matches and challenges

Finalize
Hashtag
Social media toolkit
Goals, particularly public ones
Copy for segmented emails and larger communications
Fundraising channels and volunteers to run them, if necessary (ex. phone
bank)
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OCT.
October
2 Months Out

Your 60 day reminder will fall in early October. Be sure to get it finalized and sent out in a timely manner. If
you can, try to have a countdown live on your website sometime this month, if not earlier. The sooner you’re
able to launch a countdown, the more people have a chance to see it.
In October, go big when it comes to prepping visual content and copy. It’s better to be ahead of the game
when it comes to having content ready, particularly if someone needs to approve the images or text before
it goes live. By now you should have a finalized hashtag and catchphrase or tagline, as well as a clear call
to action. All of your emails, newsletters, and social media posts should incorporate this information. Keep
your messaging positive and energetic, but don’t forget to remind people what the core message actually is
and how they can contribute.
Look into scheduling your posts if you don’t already and note the timeline as you draft so that you can write
in reminders and countdowns, particularly for the posts leading up to the big day.
Having a visual attached to your posts on social media boosts your interaction and helps gain attention.
While you should have an overarching graphic or set of graphics as part of your social media toolkit, brainstorm or prep additional image assets or infographics specifically for your organization’s feed that can be
used to share information about the cause and your work so far. Don’t forget to include your date, logo,
hashtag, and a link to your page in every graphic you create for this initiative.
As much as images can make your posts pop, a video can make an even bigger impact. You don’t need to
share a whole slew of videos unless your cause is particularly well-suited for that medium and your team is
strong and fast when it comes to video editing, but one compelling video can generate a substantial boost

NE XT ST E PS

Create a killer video to promote and inspire
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to your fundraising. Since a video requires more time to record and cut together than a single graphic, start
working on it now to have it ready to go public a few weeks before Giving Tuesday.
Spend October gathering partners, large donors, and champions and hyping your cause. Talk to people who
have spoken on behalf of your cause before and bring them back into the fold. Reach out to newer donors
or followers, too, to further connect them to your mission. People who get involved tend to stay involved, so
this is a good way to build up your ambassador network. Additionally, while it takes relatively minimal effort
to share a post and talk about your project, some of your champions and ambassadors who want to be more
involved may return as volunteers when you need extra hands later.
Double check that your social media toolkit and website are accessible and functional on both mobile and
desktop and across various internet browsers to avoid glitches at a critical moment later on. The easier it is
to access your toolkit, the more people will use it to advocate for you.
Move up any of our suggested deadlines if a component requires outside approval that could unexpectedly
set you back. Get started on your checklist early and work at a consistent pace through the month:

Do

Brainstorm
Recruit champions

Scheduled posts

Hype the project or program
that will benefit from this initiative

Infographics

Secure matches and challenges
Post to social media 2-3 times
per week
Include save the date in any
emails/newsletters
Make toolkit publicly available
Verify that your website is mobile friendly across platforms
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Finalize
Landing page
Challenges and matching gifts
Large donors or partners
Local press/media releases
Invitation and digital or print
postcard
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NOV.
November
4 Weeks Out

You’re in the home stretch! Send out your 30 day reminder this week (or the last week of October, depending
when Giving Tuesday falls this year) and ramp up your social media activities. Pull out the copy and graphics
you drafted last month and get them ready to go out into the world.
Your copy, graphics, and video should be pretty much finalized at this point, so take a moment to make your
communication personal. Send invitations or postcards to potential donors, either physically or digitally. Ask
team members and volunteers to make personal asks to their own networks. In addition to directing people
to your own website, set up a Facebook event page specifically for your Giving Tuesday initiative.
Your tasks starting this week will be more outwardly active. This close to Giving Tuesday, you shouldn’t have
much if anything left to draft or approve.

Do

Share
Send invitation or postcard

Highlights, infographics

Have team members contact their personal networks

1-3 social media posts

Facebook page for the specific initiative

Finalize
Video
Upcoming social media copy
Graphics/images with countdown info
Phone script, if applicable
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3 Weeks Out
Post your video to your website and share it like crazy across your social media. Make sure that all the necessary and pre-planned posts are appropriately scheduled at this point, but don’t take that as an excuse to sit
back and watch your social media plan unfold.
In order to maximize your followers’ engagement with your posts, you have to interact with them as well.
Repost or retweet posts from your team, volunteers, or anyone else who hypes your cause—but only with
personal messages, not boilerplate copy from your social media toolkit. Give personalized shoutouts to
champions, influencers, and anyone who may have already committed to a donation. If you have challenges
or matches for this initiative, start calling attention to them.
Your activity should continue to steadily increase with your countdown and should make up a large portion
of your work this week.

Do

Share
Schedule posts

Video

Finalize

3-5 social media posts on Facebook and
Instagram, more on Twitter

Donation page

Info about your organization, this specific
fundraiser, and #GivingTuesday

2 Weeks Out
Everything should be finalized by now in terms of the work required to put your event together. This close
to Giving Tuesday, work on securing early donors through personal messaging and phone calls, if you have
the resources available and plan to include a phone bank in your primary channels. Personalized asks tend
to generate better results, even if you’re just asking for a commitment at this time. Keep your initiative front
and center in the minds of your potential donors.

Do
Secure early donors for a strong open
Phone calls, if applicable

Share
5-7 social media posts on Facebook and Instagram, more on Twitter
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1 Week Out

Crank your social media presence to the max with daily posts across platforms. Reminders, invitations,
shoutouts, and information should make your network of potential donors want to get involved with this
project. Share special emails and posts for Thanksgiving, Black Friday, and Cyber Monday to show your gratitude around the holiday and create drive for the upcoming one-day sprint.
In the week leading up to Giving Tuesday, you may choose to employ a soft launch or VIP launch, wherein
you start your fundraising early in order to launch with a big bang on Giving Tuesday itself. If so, promote the
soft launch through your segmented lists—it’s VIP for a reason. Reach out to more major gift contributors
who did not commit to a match or challenge as well as to long-standing repeat donors. Keep these early
donations banked so that you can add them strategically on Giving Tuesday.
Whether or not you elect to have a soft launch, it’s never too early to start saying thanks. Start looking directly at and after Giving Tuesday to draft and gain approval for “thank you” messaging that can be shared and
personalized for key donors throughout Giving Tuesday and prepare a handful of images to share as well.

Do
Prep and approve “thank you” copy and images for easy sharing day of
Soft open, if applicable
Phone calls, if applicable

Share
Video, again
Daily on Facebook and Instagram, more on Twitter
A special message for Thanksgiving, Black Friday, and Cyber Monday
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The Big Day
Congratulations! Giving Tuesday is here! Have your team at the ready with people stationed to share updates around the clock—and have someone who can handle tech support, just in case.
Log some of your pre-Tuesday and offline contributions early in the morning to demonstrate a strong start,
but don’t put everything out there immediately. By not logging everything already contributed right at the
start of the day, you can keep a reserve in case you hit a lull later on. In such circumstances, pull out some of
those stashed contributions to publicly maintain your momentum.
Share live updates on your website and social media feeds and be sure to interact with your followers frequently. Personalize thank-you’s by tagging donors as much as possible, and at the very least, thank landmark donors, like the 50th, 100th, 200th, etc. contributors. If you have a concurrent event taking place, set
up a live feed to share that energy with a broader audience.
In addition to emailed updates to share progress and new challenges, successes, and reach goals, plan
ahead to send emails in the morning, around midday, and in the evening as a sort of final day-of call to your
network. Once a person has donated, remove them from the subsequent reminder emails so that a person
who donates at 8:00 am is not targeted repeatedly throughout the day.
If you have extra hands available to you and plan on sending handwritten thank you notes—which we highly
recommend—try to start writing them now. It may be helpful to have a rough template worked out in advance.
The trick to keeping your cool and maintaining your momentum on Giving Tuesday is to stay up to date
always and ahead of the game whenever possible.

Do

Share
Log and update donations

Facebook, Instagram 4-5 times

Post live updates

Twitter roughly every 2 hours

Share early thank-you’s
Interact with social media

Email in morning, at midday, and evening, culling the email list once people
have donated

Have tech support ready,
just in case!

Email to announce successes and stretch
goals
Retweet/repost from donors, supporters,
champions
Personalized thank-you’s and shout-outs
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Follow Up and Beyond
Your stewardship journey begins immediately after Giving Tuesday concludes. Thanking donors in the midst
of the fundraising is a good first step, but follow-up is crucial. On Wednesday, send a thank you email detailing the funds and the number of contributors, though these may not actually be your final numbers. You’ll
want to capitalize on this initiative for any end-of-year fundraising calls to action, and strong, quick communication can help turn a one-time gift into a repeat donor.
In addition to general thank-you emails and updates, get notes in the mail as quickly as possible. Ask volunteers to help write in order to keep the interactions timely. Beyond the immediate aftermath of Giving
Tuesday, continue to share updates regarding what the funds from this initiative made possible. After fifteen
days, any offline contributions should have been received and tallied. Share an update regarding the numbers at this time, and again after 30 days with a greater focus on impact.

NE XT ST E PS

Explore our Stewardship Pocket
Guide to keep both new and existing
connections strong

Integrate any new participants into your existing lists and don’t fall into radio silence now that the excitement and chaos of Giving Tuesday has passed.

Do

Share
Update donors and online presence with funds/donors within
the next day

Thank-you’s

Mobilize for end of year donations
using momentum from Giving
Tuesday

CTA for end of year donations

Updates with how funds are spent

Final reporting
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Communication With Maximum Impact
Once you commit to participating in Giving Tuesday and decide what exactly you want to highlight with this
initiative, all of your communication should be designed to further that cause. Your communication strategy
will need to become focused and directed due to the nature of this singular, time-sensitive project.
We’ve discussed how to work your communication schedule into your master schedule and work plan, but
there are additional details to consider. The content of these messages, as well as tone, timing, and platform, should be tailored and optimized in order to reach as much of your audience as possible through your
chosen channels. While you want to keep your message focused and centered on a singular narrative, you
can’t simply copy and paste text from one medium into another.
Beyond the logistics of format and length restrictions that vary between email, social media, post, and
phone, these different platforms allow—and require you—to interact with your donors and followers in
different ways. Here are a few ways to ensure that your message is clearly received and not lost in the shuffle
of correspondence.
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Say What You Need To Say
Regardless of the restrictions that different platforms bring, there are a few crucial pieces that have to be
included in your messaging: the initiative and the Call to Action. In a longer format, like an email, you have
some space to explore these, but even short tweets should include an ask and preliminary information
about your initiative on Giving Tuesday.
Where you have room to speak at greater length, provide a brief explanation of your Giving Tuesday initiative, including what Giving Tuesday is, in the first communication, particularly if you have not participated
before and your followers might be unfamiliar with the details of the challenge. Lay out the specifics of this
project and what makes it different from your other fundraising campaigns. Be sure to emphasize the limited
donation period to create a sense of urgency for the big day. Include your hashtag, graphic or icon, and a
link to your website anywhere and everywhere you can. If you’re working in a truncated medium like Twitter,
your hashtag and links back to your fundraising page and website become especially important.
You may have several Calls to Action that shift focus a bit from your earliest communication to the later pieces. Even if you opt for a soft launch, that won’t come until a week or two before Giving Tuesday. When you
send announcements months ahead of time that you are participating, ask people to mark their calendars,
share information, or follow you on social media. As you get closer to November, ask for help with peer-topeer fundraising and for their individual participation.
There are many ways you can ask people to get involved, and starting early keeps them engaged from the
start. However, don’t put out a laundry list of asks all at once. Dropping a lot on your donors and followers at
one time can feel like homework or a to-do list, which may make them less likely to want to engage.
Effective communication for your fundraising deals in asks, not tasks.
Decide on a series of asks when you first begin to plan this initiative. Dole them out over the 1-3 month lead
time in order to maintain a more constant stream of engagement that makes people want to reach out to
their own networks, thus growing yours.
Even in correspondence that isn’t specifically driven by Giving Tuesday, try to at least include a reference to
this big, upcoming day to keep the event on people’s radar. If you send regular newsletters, include reminders and information about Giving Tuesday in every one. This can be as substantial as writing several paragraphs to talk about the project or as subtle as featuring the icon your team designed for the initiative in a
header, footer, or sidebar.
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Be Personal, Be Specific
Your correspondence should focus heavily on this particular initiative, but you should also extend that focus
to your donors and followers whenever possible. This initiative cannot be successful without them; they are
inherently part of it. Make them feel vital and included in the process by personalizing your communication
with them. In emails, letters, or anything sent to an individual, use their name. An ask that feels tailored to
request a specific person’s help can be more impactful than one that casts an indiscernibly wide net.
If possible, note their connection to your organization. Are they primarily a volunteer? A new or recurring
donor? Is this one of their first interactions? A line or two that shows you know a bit about their interests,
who they are, and what they mean to you takes the communication from transactional to friendly and can
help endear them to your organization.
If you don’t already use segmented lists for your email or postal correspondence, the practice can make personalization even easier and can help you deliver more effective Calls to Action and avoid leaving money on
the table. You should never send the same ask to a person who regularly donates $10 and one who donates
$100. Similarly, you should use different appeals for volunteers, one-time, and repeat donors. By maintaining well-curated segmented lists, you can draft a small handful of slightly different emails and see major
results. It takes less time than writing dozens or hundreds of notes separately but still feels more personal
than blanket mailings.
The criteria you use to segment your lists will vary based on the needs of your organization and the information you collect from your donors, volunteers, and other members of your network. Potential sorting methods might include action (volunteer, one-time donor, repeat donor), affiliation (faculty, alumni, student,
friend, family), age, or average gift size. You may elect to use a combination of these or other criteria, but
make sure that you only list each person once, even if they might fit in several categories.
No matter who you’re talking to or what you’re saying, remember that there’s a real person on the other
side. Be friendly! Keep your tone optimistic and amiable. There’s a problem to be solved, but your donors
can fix it. Even the famously sad ASPCA commercials stress hope in their dialogue and textual moments.
There are many ways to balance being overly peppy (diminishing your problem) and being a downer (making things look hopeless). If you haven’t already found a sweet-spot, you’re probably closer than you think.
The level of engagement you see on your posts will reflect positively with any changes toward a personalized, humanized note.
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Catching Them At The Right Time
According to the 2017 Global Mobile Consumer Survey, the average person checks their phone 47 times per
day. That number jumps to 86 times per day for the 18-24 year old demographic. Despite all those eyes on
screens at seemingly all hours of the day, there are actual peaks and lulls in online interaction, thus creating
notably great and terrible times to share content. An email will linger in the inbox if it needs to, but posts on
Facebook and Twitter, with their approximate half-lives of 90 and 24 minutes respectively, can get lost in the
feed. Because impact, engagement, and longevity of posts vary from platform to platform, it’s important to
know how to best utilize different platforms.
Schedule posts in advance for specific times on different platforms. It’s a simple way to ensure that content
is approved in advance, appropriately frequent, and live at optimal times. While it’s important to be active
across platforms, scheduling in advance will also help ensure that your efforts are appropriately divided
between different mediums. Just don’t forget to interact with your followers, too!
You should be able to see metrics for your specific base of followers on different platforms, but generally
speaking, here are the best times for nonprofits to share content through different channels for maximum
interaction:

Platform

Good Times

Great Times

Best Times

Notes for Giving Tuesday

Facebook

Weekdays
9:00 am-4:00 pm

Monday 9:00 am
Tuesday 6:00 pm
Thursday 10:00 am, 12:00 pm
Friday 9:00 am, 11:00 am

Wednesday 2:00 pm
Friday 2:00 pm

Share 1-2 posts per day in the
weeks before Giving Tuesday
and 4-5 times the day of

Twitter

Weekdays
10:00 am-4:00 pm

Tuesday 10:00 am-2:00 pm
Thursday 10:00 am-2:00 pm
Friday 10:00 am-2:00 pm

Thursday 12:00 pm
Friday 11:00 am-12:00 pm

Share 3+ tweets per day in the
weeks before Giving Tuesday
and roughly every two hours
the day of

Instagram

Weekdays
12:00 pm-5:00 pm

Tuesday 3:00 pm, 9:00 pm
Wednesday 3:00 pm-4:00 pm
Thursday 2:00 pm-3:00 pm
Friday 10:00 am

Friday 2:00 pm

Share 1-2 posts per day in the
weeks before Giving Tuesday
and 4-5 times the day of

Because emails don’t get lost or overwhelmed in the same way that social media can, the rules about the
best time to send them are a bit less specific.
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On Giving Tuesday, you’ll want to send one in the morning around 9:00 am, when people are likely to be
first checking for the day, one closer to noon, and one in the evening as a last call/countdown. Additional
emails may be sent to update people upon reaching significant benchmarks, like 50%, 75%, and 90%, and to
announce stretch goals.
Note that these update emails differ from messages that solicit donations. For your core morning, noon,
and night emails, which should contain a more obvious ask, remove people who have already donated to
this initiative from the later emails. This is different from your segmented mailing lists and will be very much
appreciated by your donors.

Optimizing Your Messaging For An Omnichannel Approach
It can be tempting to favor one or two channels over all others. Some forms are inherently easier to set up
and execute. Phone calls and physical mailings, for example, take way more energy and time than social
media or even longer emails. Despite this, a diverse range of channels can be crucial to your initiative. An
omnichannel approach keeps your initiative visible in multiple ways and increases the chance that one of
those channels will get through to your donors.
Moreover, different demographics respond better to different channels. Specifically, different age brackets
are more likely to engage with different components of your omnichannel approach. The Silent Generation,
Baby Boomers, Gen X, and Gen Y/Millennials all have different priorities and preferences. The ways they give
to and interact with organizations vary accordingly. By recognizing and working with some of those differences, you can maximize your success with multiple demographics.
Gen Y (b. after 1981) are tech savvy. They are the generation least likely to donate by phone or mail, but most
likely to engage online. They hold organizations accountable and want to see the impact of their contributions. On average, Gen Y donors gave $481 in 2013.
Gen X (b. 1964-1981) also prefer online donations. In fact, they are more likely to donate through social media than Gen Y. (Though social media can still be used to generate a strong buzz for any demographic on it!)
They are more likely than Gen Y to donate through the mail. In 2013, Gen X gave an average of $732 between
their causes of choice, and more than half of them gave material goods.
Baby Boomers (b. 1946-1963) are also very active online, but are substantially more likely to give by mail or
phone than either Gen X or Gen Y. Boomers alone accounted for 43% of giving in 2013, averaging $1,200 per
year in addition to goods.
The Silent Generation (b. 1929-1945) are, unsurprisingly, the least likely group to donate online or through
social networking, but are the most likely to donate by email or phone. Mail, however, is their preferred
method; they donate by mail more than any other generation and prefer it over any other channel. Although
the Silent Generation is the lowest in number, they have the highest average contribution of $1,370.
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Of course, these averages don’t mean you should ask everyone for vast sums. There will be large and small
donors in every age bracket. What these statistics tell us is that none of these channels are completely obsolete. You may not want to divide your efforts perfectly evenly across all platforms, but it’s worth including
everything to a certain extent. You never know what might be the best way to draw in an individual donor, or
which medium might be the final, necessary piece of persuasion after someone has been exposed to various
sources.
In communicating across platforms, keep the key essentials of your initiative in mind—the basic rundown,
the Call to Action, the ask—but adjust the copy and content for the medium. Include hashtags and links in
everything—even paper mailings. Just because it can’t be a hyperlink doesn’t mean people won’t want to
find you online.
Medium

Content

Length

Imagery

Notes & Extras

Facebook

Switch it up for frequent
posts. Asks, thanks, stories,
and updates make for
a varied and engaging
feed. Thank donors and
volunteers by name when
possible.

Longer than Instagram or
Twitter, shorter than email or
mail. You have some freedom
here, but you don’t want your
message doesn’t get cut off
on people’s timelines. Keep
it concise, but include details
where you can.

Videos and images are
reliable attention-getters, boosting interaction
and donations. Aim for
a 30-90 second video, or
series of videos. Include
media as much as
possible

To effectively use, you
need a following before
your initiative. Post
regularly, share updates.
Interact with followers.
Maintain an event page.
Use Facebook Live to
share in-person events.

Twitter

Share a blend of asks,
articles, shoutouts, thanks,
and stories with snappy
attention-getting messages. Links and hashtags
for days. Thank people
specifically.

No room to waste words!
This platform keeps your
message quick by default, so
make it count. Short tweets
(around 100 characters) see
the most engagement.

Have fun with videos
and pictures. They’ll help
you stand out in people’s
feeds and can share
information that won’t fit
in the text.

Build your following before your initiative. Post
regularly, share updates.
Interact with followers.
Twitter demands the
most frequent updates.

Instagram

A picture’s worth a thousand words. Your caption
should share your website
and some details about
your initiative, but make
sure your picture doesn’t
rely on it completely.

Keep captions on most of
your posts close to the length
of a tweet. The sweet spot of
hashtags falls around 5-10,
with 9 seeing the maximum
engagement per post.
Other than your personalized
hashtag and #GivingTuesday,
mix them up to avoid shadow
banning putting your visibility at risk.

Since this is the basis
of Instagram, you’ll
obviously have pictures
or videos in all of your
posts. Keep them engaging and varied. Your
whole feed shouldn’t
look the same.

Build your following before your initiative. Post
regularly, share updates.
Interact with followers.
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Medium

Content

Length

Imagery

Notes & Extras

Email

Establish camaraderie,
especially if your segmented list gives you enough
info to personalize a few
lines in different versions.
Greet the recipient with
familiarity, share the story
and link to a source with
more detail, explain the
goal and impact of this
time-driven campaign,
and round it out with the
Call to Action and links for
additional information.

You should only need a few
short paragraphs to get your
point across. There’s plenty
of space to include additional resources, like your website, video, and social media,
so use some of this space to
ground the email within all
of the other work happening
for this initiative.

Include a video in a
handful of your emails
and your logo or graphic
and a picture or two in
all of them. Just be sure
to test it so that any
visual-heavy formatting
isn’t lost or changed in
coding.

Segment lists in advance.
Send regularly (newsletter, etc.), share updates.

Mail

For donors who may rely
more on mail than the
internet, provide more
thorough detail in postal
communication. Explain
Giving Tuesday and your
initiative clearly with a
straightforward ask. Personalize anything bigger
than a postcard with the
recipient’s name. Include a
Save the Date.

Aim for a postcard to a
broader audience and a
1-page letter to a more
targeted audience. Keep
records of who your mail-in
donors are and appeal more
heavily to them.

Include your campaign
logo or graphic always,
and possibly one or several powerful photos.

Send with intention,
when you need to. Send
updates intermittently
(2-4/year) to avoid communication blackouts
and provide digital
contact info. Handwritten thank-you notes and
stewardship practices
are always necessary!

Handwriting, even just a
signature, is a nice touch
if it’s manageable with
the size of your mailing.

There’s a lot to consider when meshing together so many avenues of communication with all their distinct
best practices, but this is also one area where it’s fairly easy to work ahead. The more posts and messages
you can draft and schedule in advance, the more freedom you have to interact with your network. Remember to have fun with it, make friends with your network of donors and followers, and check out our sample
templates for social media platforms and email.

TEMPLATES FOR SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS
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Let’s Play A Game
Philanthropy is no joking matter, but that doesn’t mean it can’t be fun! In-person events are a great way to
rally your community around your cause in a very personal, visible way, but sometimes they can’t reach
everyone. How do you create the same effect when your network of donors may not be centrally located, or
when a major giving opportunity falls on a weekday—say, Tuesday—when work might prevent people from
attending an all-day or otherwise big event?
You make it a game, of course!
Gamifying your initiative adds an element of fun to your fundraising and keeps people invested for the long
haul of your giving day. It also helps to foster a sense of both friendly competition and community. Various
methods of gamification can result in increased peer-to-peer fundraising and team building and generally
boost enthusiasm, energy, and suspense. Certain practices may allow you to declare a “winning” team or
individual, but everyone who participates is invested in your cause. When everybody cares about and is
working toward the same cause, everybody wins, and no one more so than your organization.
Leaderboards and similar tools are one way to incorporate gamification, but when used by themselves, they
may not maximize the potential boost to your efforts; leaderboards show rankings, but don’t offer rewards.
Challenges and matches, on the other hand, are fairly simple additions that can have huge results, adding
to the sense of achievement your donors gain from their contributions by unlocking a substantial gift or
multiplying donations.
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While both challenges and matches add literal value to your fundraising, they do so in different ways.

Challenges

Matches
•

Increases participation

•

Multiplier for all qualifying
contributions, usually capped

•

Motivates all involved
donors

•

Usually tied to total gifts

•

Contributions are matched at
the given ratio, regardless of
whether the cap is reached

•

Everyone contributes to the
same goal

•

“Unlocks” a major gift as a
reward for hitting a goal

•

May be tied to total gifts,
gift size, participation, time,
social, etc.

•

May be backed by individuals, groups, or partners

Single reward may be conditional on a goal being met

•

Can be used with other
challenges or matches
for the same fundraising
effort

•

•

Can be framed as a collective
effort or a team competition

We strongly recommend using challenges, matches, or both in your initiative, but be sure to start planning
them early to secure the funds necessary to back them.

Securing Major Donors and Partnerships
The reward for a challenge or the cap for a match is often fairly high—think anywhere from $1,000 to
$100,000—so it’s crucial to find a sponsor who values your work and is committed to your cause. While sponsors may be individuals, they can also be a small group of donors or even a company.
Work with your major gift officers to pitch this opportunity to previous or recurring donors and principle
givers. If they have already planned a gift for this year, talk to them about the benefits of allocating some or
all of that gift to a challenge or match. You may pitch these to your network at large as a way to double their
donations when they participate, but it works to double the major donor’s gift, too.
Matches and challenges can increase donor participation and average gift size. A $10,000 gift is awesome no
matter what, but if it’s leveraged in a way that encourages others to contribute in greater numbers, then a
$10,000 gift can quickly become $20,000 with the added benefit of a morale boost from meeting a secondary
goal. In the case of a planned gift, this growth comes at no cost to the major donor; if they’re giving anyway,
why not use it to its fullest potential?
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A single large gift can also be divided for use across several smaller challenges. For example, a $1000 gift
may be turned into four $250 separate challenges for social media. Perhaps one could be unlocked when 100
people share an #UNselfie and tag your organization, one when $500 is raised from peer-to-peer fundraising, one when a particular post or CTA is shared 200 times, and one when the main video for your initiative
is watched 250 times. You could even set aside funds to match one dollar for each new follower on social
media up to a set amount.
In contrast to one donor contributing multiple gifts, the opposite can also be done. Consider groups of
smaller but still significant donors who can pool their resources to designate a prize for a challenge or the
backing for a match. People who work in the same department, played on the same team, or graduated in
the same year may be a good place to start. Members of the board of directors or board of trustees can be
strong contenders, due to their inherently vested interest in your organization. Local businesses or companies whose values align with yours may also be good potential partners.
Shared values are one of the most important elements of this ask, no matter who you approach. Appeal
to a major prospect’s affinity for this specific project. Not everyone can set aside a large gift for a match or
challenge, nor do you want to overwhelm your entire network with a dozen challenges, though a few set
strategically throughout the day will bolster your efforts. It’s likely that you’ll have other giving opportunities throughout the year, such as your specific institution’s individual giving day. Another event may have
multiple focuses, or a slightly different one from that of your Giving Tuesday initiative, and people can also
contribute to different matches and challenges during those opportunities. For now, work closely with those
who most deeply resonate with the particular cause of your Giving Tuesday efforts to maximize your odds of
securing the necessary funds for a match or challenge without overwhelming your team or your donors.

Challenges That Energize
Once you’ve secured the funds for a challenge, you have several options for framing it. Essentially, a challenge may be a collaboration or a competition and may be time- or amount-based.
In a collaborative challenge, all donors work together to meet the requirements of the challenge. Every contribution counts toward the challenge together to meet the goal and unlock the reward of a lump sum bonus
contribution for the Giving Tuesday campaign. The point of a collaborative challenge is to conquer together,
rather than having a single team win, or having teams at all. Alternatively, if your initiative is already set up
with peer-to-peer fundraising teams, a competitive challenge will fit easily into your plans, encouraging the
participants to push their fundraising efforts to the max.
In a competitive challenge, it helps to have a prize to raise the stakes and boost energy. This may mean the
winning team gets the challenge money added to their specific fundraising total, but you may also consider
a token prize beyond bragging rights. A small “trophy” can be anything from an actual trophy to a special
stuffed animal to a crafty item made by someone on your team and may be particularly effective if the
competing teams are departments or other subsets of the same organization, where such a trophy can be
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displayed or stored. It can then be reused and passed around from year to year, establishing an element of
longevity, excitement, and anticipation for an annual Giving Tuesday competition.
One strong plus of a challenge lies in the fact that it allows you to set goals for metrics other than funds
raised. The parameters of the challenge may be defined in terms of time or amount, but you get to decide
what you’re counting. Total funds may absolutely be one of those goals, but you may also choose to consider new donors, total donors, gift size, social media presence or another metric you opted to track through
your SMART goals in Part 2 of this guide, Establish Your Goals.
Check out some examples of how to combine the four main factors of challenges into a variety of goals.
Think of these as inspiration rather than a finalized list, as the possibilities are vast when it comes to challenges.
COMPETITION

COLLABORATION

Time

Amount

Time

Amount

Most $ in an hour

Most gifts of $10 or
more

$X in an hour

Reaching $X

$X total raised by Y
time (be sure to set Y
far enough before the
end of the campaign)

X total donors

First team to $X
First team to X donors

Most donors from peerto-peer fundraising
Most people involved
Most locals

X people by Y time

Most out-of-towners

X new donors
Beating last year’s
count for $ or donors
X likes/reposts/retweets
X #UNselfies with your
org/hashtag

Making A Strong Match
Matches are the multiplier bonus of fundraising. Most commonly, this manifests in a 1:1 ratio, doubling
contributions up to an agreed-upon value, although you don’t necessarily need to follow that proportion.
Working with both your team and the donor backing the match, you may decide to match donations at that
1:1 rate or up to several dollars for every one donated. We recommend 1:1 for simplicity and pacing, but you
can easily increase from doubling to tripling if you have a particularly large donation to support it. Just be
sure to be clear about the rate up front in your communication and promotional information regarding the
match.
While matches almost always deal in dollars, particularly when framed as multipliers, you can still get creative
with what is being matched depending on your project. If your cause deals with a problem that has a tangible solution, a business may be a good option as a collaborator. In the case of food insecurity or literacy, for
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example, you may be able to partner with a grocery store or book store respectively and ask them to donate a
meal or book for every $X raised or every donor who contributes. If you decide to go this route, be deliberate
in what you ask for and who you ask it of; look for local businesses with a connection to your cause.

Employer Matching Opportunities
Employer matching is an underutilized but fairly easily accessible subset of matching. Like the matches
discussed above, it follows a set rate, often ranging from 4:1 to 1:2, to boost a donation, but unlike the above
matches, you don’t need to work to find someone to match it. Many companies will match their employees’
charitable contributions, as long as both the organization and the donation itself meet a few qualifications.
These restrictions may range from a minimum or maximum donation to a classification of the organization,
and the rules vary from company to company.
If you needed to collect employer information from each of your donors and follow up with each company individually, it would take a lot of time and effort for possibly no or little reward. It’s a big world, and
we know you’re busy. However, it takes fairly little time and effort to include information about employer
matching in a donation confirmation email. By educating donors about the opportunity, you encourage
them to make their own inquiries and check in with their own companies. Services like Double the Donation
maintain databases of eligibility criteria to make it easy for donors.
Including a small write-up about employer matching on your website and in confirmation emails is easy
enough for you to incorporate, and is a one-time investment when it comes to researching and copywriting. Provide as much information regarding the process and paperwork as you can to make it easy for your
donors to follow through, and you have provided them with a solid call to action for the next step in their
journey with your organization.
You may not get a 100% return on every donation due to either donor participation or employer restrictions,
but any success you do have is free money that you’ve now managed not to leave on the table.
Donors of any size like to know that their contribution has made the biggest impact possible. By incorporating and leveraging challenges and matches, you maximize the potential impact of every dollar and can share
that success with your contributors. Although matches and challenges are not required in order for your
initiative to be successful, they provide a strong, shareable component that will help bring additional eyes to
your cause and may encourage people to contribute or interact more than they otherwise might have. Challenges and matches are easy to set up, fun to advertise, and nearly limitless in their possibilities. Necessary
or not, they make an excellent addition to any initiative.
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Bringing Your Brand To Life
Everything you create to represent your organization should be both unique and instantly recognizable.
You’re doing incredible work that deserves attention and support; why put forth generic branding that looks
like it could be anyone or anything and risk losing that attention? The branding for your organization should
be easily identifiable, but also needs to share some information about your mission and work. It needs to be
impactful, sharing information and a message that goes beyond name recognition to actually resonate with
the people who interact with it. If people recognize your organization but don’t know much about it, you
miss a lot of opportunities.
Branding goes far beyond the logo, although that is a good place to start. A logo doesn’t need to be complicated to communicate effectively. A fairly simple image, when paired with a strong tagline or buzzwords can
be powerfully evocative. Take a moment to brainstorm around the mission of your organization. What are
the key components and core values that you most want to share? What is the essence of your cause? Everything from imagery to copy should come back to these overarching goals and the story behind them. They
should be the foundation on which you build your brand, both for the organization and specific initiatives.
Note that the organization and the initiatives are separated here. Although the purpose of the initiative is to
benefit the organization, they are not the same. In many cases, the project is an initiative of the organization,
not the organization’s main purpose, although the link might be closer for some groups than for others. A
food bank or shelter is more intrinsically tied to donations than a university or hospital might be, for example. Regardless of how close that connection is, your causes are important to your organization; you’re working toward them for a reason. No matter how your overarching organization and your fundraising cause are
connected, find a balance that conveys that connection and the reason that this cause is important to you.

TIPS AND TRICKS: CREATE YOUR PLATFORM’S VISION, MISSION & BRAND
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When composing your brand, you will almost certainly need to create multiple interlocking facets. If you
have campaigns for multiple causes and an evergreen crowdfunding program, then that branding should
connect the platform to your organization. However, it should emphasize that giving is the focus of this component of the organization, in congruence with the group’s overall values. For your crowdfunding platform
in general, focus on philanthropy and values rather than any one project in particular, as those projects may
change or be added to and you don’t want to privilege one over another in your language.
For Giving Tuesday, however, the branding can be further differentiated and even more specific. Remember
that your Giving Tuesday fundraising should concentrate on one project or cause, a single narrative even if
you have many throughout the year or on your organization’s Giving Day. Giving Tuesday is an opportunity
to focus a strong lens on a particular issue, so make that cause the star of your campaign.
Instead of only counting dollars or donors, measure your fundraising according to the impact it will make.
Incorporate more project-specific language and imagery (and possibly the #GivingTuesday heart) with your
logo, website, donation page, and social media toolkit. The Giving Tuesday project’s branding can build on
any work that has been done for this cause before. It should be consistent with existing branding for the
sake of continuity, but take it to the next level to highlight the importance of a singular, specific cause for this
special day.
All of your branding and messaging should tell the story of your organization and cause(s), but Giving Tuesday offers a unique opportunity to highlight one story for a particular cause. With this initiative you’re trying
to unite everyone for one purpose, and an emotional or passionate reaction will help cement your following.
Dovetail the values intrinsic to this cause with the values of the organization overall to tie it into the broader
landscape of your work and evoke a passionate and personal response by using language specific to this
project and appealing directly to your donors. Including elements like personalization (when possible),
donor impact, and hero shots can help make donors feel involved and connected to the project. They aren’t
a nameless person helping a nameless person; they are a valued individual whose contribution makes a
tangible impact.
The classic rhetorical modes of ethos, pathos, and logos can also help when used in your website copy,
emails, and calls to action. When used together, the three elements create a strong argument that appeals to
both reason and emotion, which helps draw in various parts of your audience and brings people together to
support this cause.
Ethos asks you to establish credibility. A nod to previous work you’ve done shows a history of success and
investment; specific plans for how the funds will be used legitimizes the work, making the impacts tangible
and traceable. Pathos calls in passion, an emotional response. This is a good place to incorporate “imagine
if” scenarios, placing donors in the shoes of those that need help. Following the story of an individual recipient can also get donors emotionally invested; it’s easier to help a person than a statistic. Logos appeals to
logic, and keeps those statistics involved. While an individual’s story personalizes and shows the depth of a
need, stats show the breadth.
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Case Study: Rams Against Hunger

The Rams Against Hunger initiative of Colorado State University is a strong example of incorporating consistent, evocative branding across year-round projects, their Annual Giving Day, and Giving Tuesday. Note that
their evergreen crowdfunding page connects Rams Against Hunger to the university and the other projects
without making a single project the main focus, using language around the page that emphasizes support,
giving, and passion for the causes.
In the Annual Giving Day, the language in the main blurb stresses making a “tremendous impact” and
grounds the various projects in honoring the legacy and heritage of the university. While Rams Against Hunger is not the sole project, it is featured on the main page with a thumbnail and link and is highlighted as the
most highly-funded project of the day.
When Giving Tuesday arrived, Rams Against Hunger had the spotlight all to itself. As such, the project title
and video were prominently featured and the metrics tracking impact were adjusted to count in meals as
well as dollars.
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The campaign nicely balanced rhetorical strategies. For ethos, they included previous successes (247
students helped) and a specific plan (suggested donations with cost per meal). For pathos, they included a
compelling video, wrote an “imagine” statement (in Annual Giving Day description), described the problems
that can be solved by supporting this cause (GPA, drop-outs), and expressed the need critically and succinctly (need outpacing resources, students on the waiting list). For logos, they included statistics regarding food
insecurity on campus and a concrete number of students who still need help.

LOGOS

ETHOS

PATHOS
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Collecting and Creating Visual Content
Once your branding is established, you’ll need additional visual elements to communicate your message
and continue to draw out emotional responses in your donors. Images increase your reach dramatically—tweets with pictures are retweeted 150% more than tweets without and Facebook posts see a 2.3 times
more engagement when they come with an image, and these numbers are even higher with videos, which
are predicted to comprise 80% of all internet traffic by 2019.
The imagery in your arsenal can include everything from photos and videos to graphics and milestones and
should be shared on your website, emails, social media—anywhere! Visual media grabs people’s attention
more quickly than plain text and is considered more shareable content, so include your media everywhere
and make it meaningful.
Still Images
Photos are compelling for multiple reasons. First and foremost, they show that there are real people behind
your organization and your cause. You may choose to feature pictures of people who benefit from your work,
people who do said work, or both, but all of these options add a human touch and make the donation feel
more personal. Try to include a few photos in emails and on your website, and share plentifully on social media. This can be particularly easy if you have previously hosted events for this cause, or a closely related one.
Even if there isn’t an event associated with your Giving Tuesday initiative, you have evidence of a community
that backs this cause, a community that you are asking your donors to join. Be sure to also include a photo
of a recipient, a hero shot, in your confirmation emails to similarly evidence the community that benefits
from your donors’ gifts.
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Beyond photos, prepare graphics to share on your various platforms as well. These may be incorporated into
a larger piece of text in an email or project description, or they may stand more on their own in social media
posts. Use the attention-getting power of images, graphics, and color to make content pop in your followers’
feeds and inboxes. Think of creative ways to show the statistics that drive your cause as well as the goals
and milestones you reach in your fundraising. A visual representation of “1 in 10” is a lot more compelling
than the phrase by itself. In fact, including infographics, which cater to visual learners, can result in as much
as a 12% increase in traffic. Present the relevant numbers in a way that reflects the issue they represent and
do the same to mark your milestones. Progress bars, pie charts, and other tools are simple ways to visually
display your success at various points in the initiative. Prepare graphics ahead of time for announcing challenges, matches, and notable achievements like 50%, 75%, and 100% to your goal, and maybe incorporate a
hero shot with a marker of your progress for a particularly strong image. You don’t have to have everything
finalized before the big day, but if you have some basics and templates prepared it’ll make sharing easier
and faster when the time comes to post.
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Keep in mind that not every image asset in your arsenal needs to be a centerpiece like the above suggestions. Your initiative’s logo is an image asset that should be featured prominently in emails, on your website,
and on social media, especially if it includes your hashtag or website. Basic images in your social media
toolkit, like those formatted for banners, headers, cover photos, profile pictures, and feed images, are also
valuable. Spend some time on those images that will be most heavily circulated; they tie everything back to
your initiative. If you include the #GivingTuesday heart in some way, even possibly modifying it to make it
unique to your organization, you also anchor your project in the broader landscape of Giving Tuesday and
the philanthropy of the season.

Videos
An initiative that uses video to help present its main pitch can raise 114% more funds than a video without.
Furthermore, featuring a video on your landing page can result in an 86% increase in conversions and mentioning a video in the subject of an email can boost open and clickthrough rates by 19% and 65%, respectively. You’ll see solid gains by simply having a video and telling people about it, but the content needs to
measure up in order to keep people engaged and watching.
So what makes a good video? Start with length. 90 seconds to 2 minutes is an ideal length for pitches and
informational videos. You can go over a bit if you need to, but you’ll start to see a drop off mid-video if you go
much longer than that. Within that brief time frame, frontload as much of the necessary information as you
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can; the first 10 seconds are the most crucial in terms of keeping your viewers interested, particularly if the
video is being shared on social media feeds. Take a moment to introduce yourself, then jump right into your
initiative’s story, need, and call to action.

TIPS AND TRICKS: OUR QUICK GUIDE TO STRONG CAMPAIGN VIDEOS

Keep in mind that you don’t need to fit everything into a single video. Take your main video for the initiative and promote it like crazy, of course, but part of that promotion can be short videos that supplement it.
Shining a spotlight on a successful recipient, someone still in need, or a major donor who is sponsoring a
match or challenge can be easily shared on social media. This will help to build the story and keep followers engaged with new content; you shouldn’t be reposting the same main video every day for a month, but
adding to the narrative. Other ideas might include using a visual representation of the problem to address
the need or disparity you’re working to rectify.

WATCH THE CU BRIDGES TO PROSPERITY VIDEO

There is also some disparity in optimal lengths for different platforms. This is partially due to time limits
imposed by the platform (ex. 60 seconds for Instagram), and partially because people consume content
differently across platforms. With this in mind, consider planning videos to have different lengths from the
outset, or putting together a teaser cut of a longer video for mediums like Instagram and Twitter and linking
to the full version in the description.
Whatever the length of your video, make all pieces of your content matter. Three days after consuming information, we remember 10% of what we hear, but 65% with a relevant image accompanying the audio. Key
word: relevant. Show evidence of your work and the continued need for it; fluff and filler stock photo-type
images have no place in your important videos. Be direct and concise about the need you seek to fill as well
as what you need to be able to do so. Make your call to action clear and present at the beginning, end, or
both, and maintain a positive tone throughout. Get your donors excited about helping rather than expressing hopelessness or desperation. A happy video will have an easy time making the rounds.

Writing Copy Worth Reading
A picture may be worth a thousand words, but the text itself is pretty important, too. Even if you try to use as
many pictures and videos as possible, there will still be places where you need to just use your words. In Section 4 we talked about copy and content for emails and social media. Here are a few other places where your
writing will need to stand out and how to accomplish that.
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Event Descriptions
Not everyone will have an event concurrent with Giving Tuesday, and that’s totally okay. However, if you do
have an event, you need to ensure that communication around it is both informative and engaging. Work
with the individual(s) who planned the event to draft copy for it. First and foremost, make sure that all logistical information is present and easily accessible on your website and wherever else you choose to advertise. If people do not know where, when, or why an event is taking place, you hurt your attendance before
anything even happens. Beyond logistics, hype it up! What does the event entail? Are you making lunches,
writing letters, or knitting hats to go along with your cause? Will there be music, games, food, or other entertainment options? If the event is work, play, or both, make that clear and make it sound fun. At most you’ll
probably need a few sentences, and perhaps a rough agenda if there are hourly events to coordinate with
challenges. Be brief and energetic and don’t forget to include a call to action.

Fundraising Updates
Updates can be mostly drafted ahead of time, with notes about time, percent to goal, dollar figures, and
other factors added as the time comes to share. A good portion of these updates can basically be fill in the
blank, but that doesn’t mean they have to be impersonal. Infuse each update with enthusiasm, thanks, and
encouragement. If possible, try to concretize the amount raised in terms of impact. You’ll want to share
updates when a match or challenge opens or closes, when you reach a milestone, or at a set point within the
day, such as the noon midpoint. Likely you’ll make use of all of these times in some combination. Whenever
you can, try to thank individual donors as well. If you have more people than you feel you can reasonably
thank by name on social media, an option may be to thank donors who help you reach a milestone or who
win a challenge:
“Thank you, @DonorJoe, for helping us break $10,000! We’re halfway to our goal for
#YourGivingTuesdayHashtag!”
“Congrats to @OneFriend @TwoFriend @RedFriend and @BlueFriend, who won the
2:00 Hourly Team Challenge! They earned an additional $500 for #YourGivingTuesdayHashtag!”

Challenge and Match Descriptions
On the note of challenges and matches, which we explored in Section 5, you’ll need to promote them on
your website and social media. Part of that promotion includes explaining the rules. For a match, that’s
fairly simple: note the ratio and the cap and thank the major donor or donors who made it happen. For a
challenge, you may have to get a little more creative, in part because the matches themselves can get pretty
creative! Is this challenge team-based, individual, or collaborative? What is the goal? Is there a time limit? Is
there a prize? Explain the rules and parameters of the challenge briefly but clearly (a few sentences, max),
and don’t forget to thank your donor. If a description is too long for social media, write an exciting or intriguing one-sentence introduction for it and tack on a link and maybe a screenshot. It may be a good idea to
schedule posts for time-sensitive challenges, just as a precaution against technical issues.
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There are a lot of platforms that need your attention on Giving Tuesday, which can be tricky to manage
with the many different parameters for sharing content. The limits are rarely consistent and the audiences
expect different things. However, you don’t need to reinvent the wheel when tailoring your content from
one platform to the next. By drafting a few peppy, basic templates from which to draw and expand, you can
quickly transpose content from your website and emails to Facebook and Twitter. You can also highlight a
key sentence or phrase from a longer piece with a link to the original on your website. While not every post
should send your followers on a redirect scavenger hunt across the internet, a few well-placed connections
can broaden your reach and save you time and effort. Pair strong copy with engaging images and videos that
represent the heart of your cause and initiative and you’ll find the communication sweet spot in no time.
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Ambassadors: Your Secret Weapon
Successful campaigns are rarely staffed completely within the scope of a single organization. In order to
maximize your reach, you’ll need to expand your circle beyond your immediate team. This is where volunteers and ambassadors come in. Your volunteer and ambassador network is made of people both inside and
outside of your organization who are passionate about promoting your cause. These people may share your
posts and hype your fundraiser to their respective networks, or they may help with some of the behind-thescenes work of your initiative. No matter how they contribute, they are all essential.
All ambassadors are volunteers, but not all volunteers are ambassadors. While volunteers may help with an
event or project for a day or two, ambassadorship implies a stronger relationship with your organization and
a more passionate commitment to your cause. Ambassadors may lend their time, energy, skills, and voice to
your cause because they truly believe in and stand by your mission, values, and work. They feel connected
to the cause—maybe as much as you do. Cultivate those relationships and look for a similar passion in your
less-regular volunteers. You may be able to turn a one-time interaction into the beginning of a long, strong
relationship.
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Building Your Ambassador Base
Beyond converting existing volunteers into ambassadors, how do you find these amazing helpers? It’s easier
than you think. This is a call to action in its own way. When possible, be specific about what needs to be
done and direct in asking for assistance for those tasks. Have a conversation with your potential ambassadors, those most likely to step up when you need them.

TIPS AND TRICKS: HOW TO BUILD (AND KEEP!) YOUR VOLUNTEER AND AMBASSADOR NETWORK

The people who are passionate enough about your organization to advocate and assist are probably already
connected to it. Look to your inner circle first and branch out. Your board and employees are already doing
the work, but make sure that they’re sharing information about your initiative on their personal networks.
Additionally, they probably have a sense of who among their friends, family, and connections will fight for
this cause. Ask them to recommend or bring in people who they think can be the biggest help.
Previous recurring or major donors also fall into this readily accessible category. If they’ve made a substantial contribution, they must care about the cause. If they’ve donated multiple times, then they must follow
you at least enough to hear about a new initiative and respond positively to it. Send a personalized email,
note, or direct message to some of these people and ask them if they’d like to get involved in the process.
Individuals or groups who are sponsoring a match or challenge, or any businesses who may have partnered
with your organization to do the same, should be encouraged to spread the word about said match or challenge. They have their own circles who may not all know about your project. Every person who promotes
your organization on their personal accounts expands your sphere of influence in directions that you may
not have otherwise reached.
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In addition to those who give to your organization, don’t ignore those who receive from it. Depending on
your cause, you may be able to reach out to someone who received your help and wants to give back or has
a particularly compelling story. If you have records of individual recipients at your disposal, reach out to ask
if anyone would be comfortable sharing their story. They may choose to share on their own platforms, but
they may also help you put together a story that describes the impact of your organization with a personal
touch. They can, of course, contribute beyond telling their story if they wish to, but their perspective is a
powerful component of your initiative that only they can provide.
When it comes to seeking people out, the most important factors to consider for any demographic are a
passion for your mission and a willingness and ability to help. If you notice that someone in your network of
donors, followers, or recipients seems like a social media guru with a noteworthy following, ask them to promote you. If someone has a skill that your team lacks, ask them to help. If people are local, provide opportunities to volunteer in person when you need assistance. Although your asks for donations show clearly in
your fundraising totals, your asks for help show in the process and can be just as important to the operation
of your initiative.
Even if you think you’ve reached everyone, you may still have untapped resources among your followers.
Include an opt-in option somewhere on your website where people can sign up to receive information about
volunteer opportunities and similar projects. This doesn’t need to be the most active of your segmented
email lists, but it does remind you that you have people ready and willing to help when the time comes.

What Your Ambassadors Can Do For You
There are many levels of involvement ranging from sharing small communications to committing to an
in-person event; no contribution is too small when you’re running a major initiative like Giving Tuesday.
Communication is one of the simplest ways an ambassador can help out. You want to raise the most money
and reach the most people you possibly can; every person who adds their voice will broaden your circle
and find new people who may otherwise be unconnected. Social media is an easy way to do this, but more
direct, personal communication is also important. Peer-to-peer fundraising can yield incredible strides
toward achieving your goals and stretch goals. By asking ambassadors to appeal directly to individuals in
their networks, you add more than new faces—you add man- (or woman-) power. Consider the growth you’ll
see if each peer-to-peer fundraising ambassador reaches out to even 5 people through phone calls, emails,
texts, DMs, or some other medium. You include people who you may not have been able to reach, but also
who you may not have had time to talk to otherwise. It takes time to have a conversation, draft a letter, or
personalize a message. That’s part of the reason segmented mailing lists are popular; they allow you to send
more direct and targeted appeals quickly and en masse. While segmented mailing lists are very important
and do work, asks are certainly more compelling from friends than they are from strangers.
Additional legwork that ambassadors may be able to help with includes making cold calls and writing letters
and thank you notes. Again, these are time-consuming activities that your busy team may not be able to
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prioritize. The personal touch of a phone call or handwriting instead of a typed form letter, however, makes a
world of difference to the recipient. These small factors make donors feel appreciated and valued, and thus
more inclined to maintain a relationship with your organization. If you have an event in conjunction with
your Giving Tuesday initiative, ambassadors who volunteer to help set up or run elements like registration
will be invaluable, freeing up your team to play hosts, network with participants, and log donations.
If you have skilled ambassadors who are willing to contribute pro bono work, don’t be afraid to take them
up on it. Components like video editing, photography, graphic design, and copywriting make up a huge
part of your initiative. They also require time and training. If your team is short a skill for something in your
vision for the initiative, or if you have a skilled person but too much for them to do, an ambassador may be
able to fill that gap. Do you have one videographer but four videos on a time-sensitive to-do list? Are all your
photographers also core members of your team who will be tied up on the day of the event? Do you know
exactly the story you want to tell but the words just aren’t coming? Ask a trusted ambassador to step in.

What You Can Do For Your Ambassadors: Two Toolkits
There’s a lot more to maintaining an ambassador base than simply saying “Hey, can you help?” and then
turning them loose with your project. While your ambassadors may totally be on the same page as you in
terms of your organization’s mission and goals, they may not be completely aware of or in sync with your
vision for this particular initiative. They’re going above and beyond to help you maximize your impact and
reach your goals, so make it as easy as possible for them to be involved. They want to be here with you; don’t
give them a hard time figuring out how to do that. In the long run, you’ll save more time by having people
contribute their work and voices than the time you’ll spend putting a toolkit together to tell your story and
help them do the same.
Your toolkit should consist of several components. Some people will require less information and some will
require more depending on how they are contributing, but everyone needs to know a few basics. Consider
this list as a main touchstone toolkit to be shared with all ambassadors:
Background Information: Your Organization—This is a brief refresher course on your background
and mission. Your ambassador should already be familiar, if they are willing to step into this role for
you, but take a moment to reassert who you are and why you’re here. Roughly 1-3 sentences.
Background Information: Giving Tuesday—A Giving Tuesday is part of something bigger, so define that
space. What is Giving Tuesday and why is this day so important for your fundraising? 1-2 sentences.
Vital Links—You want to easily be able to create buzz and direct it appropriately. Make sure people
know where to go with that buzz. Your website link, donation page, hashtag, and social media accounts should be prominent and clear here. For the main website and hashtag, you may even want
them displayed multiple times, such as at the top and bottom. It’s a small but vital piece of information; make sure it’s very present.
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Elevator Pitch—You don’t need to pitch to your ambassadors, but they’ll probably need to pitch
your initiative to others. What are some of the most salient facts and compelling details you can
share? 2-5 sentences or bullets.
Main Goals—What is the primary goal you’re trying to reach? Frame this in terms of impact as well
as dollars. If there are stretch goals you feel confident about releasing early, you may include them
but ask ambassadors to keep them in their back pocket until the time is right to make the stretch
goals public. The same goes for matches and challenges. Roughly 1-2 sentences or bullets, depending on the number of goals included.
Funds Allocation—Many donors want to know what percent of their donation actually goes to the
cause. This doesn’t need to take up a lot of real estate in your guide, but it can be a major talking
point for some donors. Give your ambassadors this answer before anyone even asks to help them
feel prepared and comfortable. 1 sentence.
Important Dates—Giving Tuesday may be just one day, but there can be other important dates surrounding it. Note when Giving Tuesday is this year, whether there are any events (dates and times),
and if you’re hosting a soft launch. If you have a countdown or other features leading up to Giving
Tuesday, mention those as well. Can be bullets, as many as necessary.
Expectations—If there are any general expectations or guidelines for your ambassadors to follow,
be sure to include them. This may include a brief description of their potential role, suggestions
for how to get involved, a sample posting schedule, or any key words or actions you’d like them
to incorporate. If there are any common miscommunications or misconceptions that may pop up
when someone else is helping to tell your story, this may be a good place to note those to prevent
accidental misrepresentation of your organization. Aim for concise, but make it as long as necessary
to incorporate your specific information.
Contact Person—Any ambassadors who are doing specialized work will probably have a primary
contact, but you should also designate one person to answer general questions. If you already have
a volunteer coordinator, this would be their territory. If not, appoint someone who can be easily
reached and is willing to field questions.
In addition to these elements, it’s a good idea to include information and assets that will be helpful for storytelling and social media. This portion can be included with or separate from the above
information, and can be further divided into a social media toolkit and a more in-depth storytelling
kit if you so desire.
Handles, Links, and Hashtags—Make sure that all of your platforms are represented, including your
main website and donation page. This allows your ambassadors to interact with your digital presence in many ways while directing followers back to the source.
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Attention-getting Info—If you’re including a separate storytelling section, you can save some of the
more specific details for later, but some powerful statements and information on your work will be
useful in a basic social media toolkit. Having this information easily accessible to your ambassadors
means a wider variety of content available for posts beyond your templated messages. 1-3 sentences with your most compelling data or hero stories.
Templated Posts—Not every ambassador will cut and paste from these templates, but they’ll provide a good example structure and lay out your expectations regarding what you’d like them to say.
Include templates for Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram with suggestions CTAs and context. Provide
options for the lead up, the day of, a challenge or match if applicable, and a thank-you for after Giving Tuesday concludes. Aim for 1-2 brief posts per platform and subject, roughly 9-20 posts total.
You may organize this with bullets or a table. We’ve included samples for a few different project
types:
Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

Lead-up

The holiday season is about more
than just giving to our loved ones, it’s
about giving back to the community.
@YourOrg is making a difference this
year by providing interview outfits and
resume consults to help people get back
on their feet in the new year. Join me on
#GivingTuesday to help make #ProjectFreshStart a success!

We’re counting down to
#GivingTuesday and need
your help! Follow @YourOrg to
learn about how they’re helping people in our community
and how you can get involved
with #NoPlaceLikeHome

This year I’m giving back
because while we’re enjoying
Thanksgiving dinner, 1 in 10 of
our neighbors go hungry. Join
me in feeding our community!
Share an #UNselfie to show
why you’re helping @YourOrg
with #SampleFoodProject on
#GivingTuesday.

Giving Tuesday

When schools are in trouble, arts
programs are often the first to go. This
#GivingTuesday, @YourOrg is pushing
back by donating art supplies and
instruments to local students. Your contribution will help kids #PlayActDrawDance their hearts out! Donate today to
maximize your impact.

The race is on! #GivingTuesday ends at midnight and @
YourOrg is trying to give away
as many shoes as they can to
kids in need before time is up.
Donate now and help kids put
their #BestFootForward

#BeeKind this holiday season!
@YourOrg is planning a garden
of pollinators’ favorite plants.
Support the bee population
and beautify our city by chipping in to buy a flower, shrub,
or bush this #GivingTuesday.
The greenhouses are ready!

Challenge/
Match

Bow-WOW! It’s challenge time! The
fundraising team that raises the most
money before noon gets to name one
of the service dogs that @YourOrg will
provide through #FurryFriends this #GivingTuesday. Ask your friends and family
to join in and give back. No contribution
is too small!

@SoandSoVetSponsor have
issued a challenge for @YourOrg! For the next hour, they’ll
vaccinate one dog or cat for
every new donor who contributes to #ShelterHelpers. If you
haven’t donated yet, now is
the time! #GivingTuesday

How can you say no to this
face? @YourOrg is helping this
endangered species make a
comeback and @GenerousBacker is matching contributions up to $20,000. Donate
to #DoZoo on #GivingTuesday
and it’ll go twice as far!

Thanks

Thank you so much to everyone who
donated to #HospitalHelpers on #GivingTuesday! Because of your contributions, @YourOrg can provide housing
for the families of 50 patients who have
traveled from out of state to seek treatment here. Now they can focus solely
on their loved ones’ healing. Love and
support are truly incredible medicines!

Thank you, everyone!! Your
donations to #ToastyCoats
helped @YourOrg give 300
winter coats to people in need
this #GivingTuesday. It warms
my heart to see people coming together for a good cause!

Look what you’ve helped make
possible! Thanks to everyone
who donated to #BrownBagBuffet on #GivingTuesday,
@YourOrg was able to pack
1,000 lunches for city shelters.
You’re all heroes in my book!
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Image Assets—Think of image assets mostly in terms of profile pictures, cover photos, and feed
photos that highlight your graphics and logo. If you have additional powerful photos, like hero
shots, feel free to include one or two, but you don’t need to make them the focus of this section.
Have your image assets tailored to fit the various formats and make them accessible for download
on your website, through a file sharing site like Google Docs, Outlook, or Dropbox, or in an email
sent to your ambassadors. Include cover and profile photos for Facebook and Twitter and feed
photos for Instagram.
#UNselfie Basics—Explain briefly what an #UNselfie is and include a template or sign for people to
fill in and take pictures with. This should be a sentence or two of description with a clean template
on a full, separate page
Major Talking Points and Striking Statistics—If you decide to feature more detailed information
or a secondary storytelling toolkit for your ambassadors to peruse and possibly include in their
messaging, include it here. This may be in the form of bullets or paragraphs and can incorporate
hero stories, testimonies, statistics about the need for this work, plans for using the funds raised,
or whatever you feel is important, compelling, and interesting enough to share. If this is included
within the social media toolkit, keep it fairly contained in light of all the other information that will
be in this document.

Our Guides For You
		
Constructing A Social Media Toolkit			

		
Strategizing With A Communications Toolkit

Sample Toolkits For Your Ambassadors
		
Colorado Mesa University Foundation

		
The University of Delaware
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What You Can Do For Your Ambassadors: Additional Resources For Skilled Work
If your ambassadors are contributing pro bono skilled work like video editing or graphic design instead or
or in addition to making asks, sharing communication, or volunteering an event, make sure that your vision
is clearly communicated to them in advance. Again, their assistance takes a weight off your team, so you
want to be as clear and direct as possible to help them help you. If there is anything you definitely want to be
included or excluded, be up front about it.
Beyond communicating your expectations or intentions, be sure that they can also communicate easily with
you should the need arise during the process. Rather than assigning them to a general volunteer coordinator, provide contact information for the team member most closely associated with their project. This will
likely be someone in marketing or social media, but may vary depending on the project and your team.
Be respectful and supportive of your ambassador team and they’ll do the same for you. If you don’t have
an ambassador network in place already, what better time can there be to start one than Giving Tuesday? A
committed group of people will stay with you for many projects to come and can be depended on for their
enthusiasm and dedication. They are an asset to any fundraising initiative.
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Keeping Donor Relationships Strong
When it comes to keeping your donors involved, communication and stewardship should never be a oneand-done affair. Donor retention means cultivating those relationships, actively communicating with your
donor, volunteer, and ambassador base to show your thanks and progress. Stewardship is one of the most
important things you can do for your organization. Don’t believe us? Take a look at your donor acquisition
costs. These will vary between organizations, but the cost to acquire a new donor almost always outpaces
the cost to retain a previous donor.
Donor retention doesn’t happen on its own, and attrition could be your Achilles’ heel. The Fundraising
Effectiveness Project, which assesses growth, retention, and attrition across 13,601 nonprofits, highlights
this danger zone. 2017 saw an overall growth in donors of 0.75%. That doesn’t sound too bad, does it?
Growth is growth, after all, and at least it’s positive.
But what that 0.75% doesn’t immediately tell you is that donor retention was only 45.5% on average. For
every 100 new donors that were acquired, 99 previous donors were lost. From 2010 to 2014, there was actually a net negative in donor growth, with nonprofits losing between 102 and 107 on average for every 100
new donors acquired. Think of how hard you work to attract new donors, all the time, energy and funds. You
don’t want that to go to waste.
Stewardship is a mandatory part of any long-term plan, whether or not your numbers look as dramatic as
these. If you don’t yet have a stewardship schedule in place, now is the perfect time to start. If you do have a
stewardship program, think about how it can be improved moving forward.

TIPS AND TRICKS: 6 STEPS TO RETAIN AND ENGAGE DONORS
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Stewardship Plan Basics
At its core, stewardship is about showing people they’re appreciated and keeping them updated. While stewardship communication should happen immediately after a donation or initiative’s end, that first message is
really just the first crucial step in playing the long-game.
To start with, make sure you have a team in place to issue that first thanks. You should have selected a Stewardship Lead when you first assembled your team; make sure that person has plenty of support now. Partner
them with your social media team to thank donors online as their contributions come in. If you’re writing
more personalized emails as donations are received, ensure that you have the people necessary to write them
quickly as well as basics to include in the content of the message. This may, and should, look slightly different
for one-time and repeat donors or for different tiers. If you plan on mailing handwritten thank-you notes, you
may want to start writing them now. Personalization is key when it comes to keeping individuals involved;
though it does take a bit more time than mass mailings or form letters, you will see more positive results.
Keep in mind that you should be thanking your volunteers and ambassadors in addition to your donors.
These people have done so much to help you, whether they’ve hyped your campaign, broadened your
reach, or helped make an event happen. Show your appreciation for these contributors, as well as your
formal team, through the day and after.
All of these communications should extend well beyond the end of this initiative. Your thanks shouldn’t be
a “the end” kind of statement, but a “to be continued” message that will keep people engaged. Your stewardship plan should include updates on this particular project as well as the work your organization does
moving forward.

TIPS AND TRICKS: BEST PRACTICES TO STEWARD DONORS
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What To Say
Your stewardship communication should be a formula built on three basic components: appreciation, impact, and action.
Appreciation
Say thank you and say it often. The first time should come immediately after their donation in a confirmation
letter, but a public thanks is often also appreciated.
Impact
Appeal to the values and mission of this project and what the donor is helping you do. Bring it back to the
goals you’ve portrayed in terms of impact. Contextualize the work as empowering and specific.
Action
In immediate communication, “action” may be included through mentions of planned use or allocation. In
later messages, be sure to share what has actually been done, the actions you have already taken or are still
planning to take. Show your donors that their action is fueling your action and that the initiative is making
change possible.
These important factors should be framed through donor-first language. Phrases like “You made this
possible” and “Because of your contribution we can…” highlight your donor as an essential piece of your
initiative. By centering them as a key component of your project, you make them feel important and vital,
increasing the probability that they will continue to be invested and to invest in your future projects. Make
the communication both tangible and personal.
Sharing shout-outs in real time on your social media and tagging donors in your posts is one way to personalize your thanks, and does double duty by connecting them to a network of other donors. Phone calls and
handwritten notes are also impactful options; they show additional time, effort, and personalization and
are a reminder that there is real person on the other side of their donation. These can still be based around
templates, but be sure to adjust them for factors like repeat donations and different tiers. You can have a
several people working on writing thank-you notes, but provide notes regarding different scenarios to help
the process move quickly and smoothly. For more major donors, though, consider sending a note from a
person higher up in your organization.
Following your initiative, share updates regarding the progress of the project and the work that is being
done to make your successful goals into real action and impact. This should come as a series of communications, particularly if a project takes more time to implement. You can also share updates regarding other
work being done by your organization. While you don’t want to make another ask too soon after a donation
is received, particularly in a major campaign like Giving Tuesday, you can share other facets of your efforts
and eventually build back up to asks.
Include visuals where you can for both thanks and updates. Hero shots and action shots are compelling and
can gain attention just like the imagery during your campaign. Consider also a video to say thanks or share
an update. This can be shared on your website, on social media, or in emails and will capitalize on the storytelling benefits as well as the general popularity of the medium.
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When To Say It
We recommend a minimum of three updates following your updates. Note that this is just for updates and
not for the initial thanks, which should be issued immediately after the donation is received.
The first update should come at the end of the initiative. While you won’t have had time to necessarily start
implementing the project, you do have new information to share. Some donors will follow your Giving
Tuesday day-of updates closely, but others may not. By the end of the day, you’ll be able to update everyone
on the exciting news of your grand total, all of the goals you have met, and what that means for your project’
impact. Due to the 24-hour nature of Giving Tuesday, you don’t need to send this update exactly when the
initiative ends—how many people will be monitoring their inbox at midnight?—but it should go out Wednesday in the morning or early afternoon and can be mostly prepared and close to finalized toward the end of
the day on Giving Tuesday.
The second update should come a week after the close of the campaign. By this point you should have
started to implement your plans, even if everything isn’t fully enacted yet. Action can take longer for some
projects than others, and if your only update is that you’re working with distribution channels, finalizing a
schedule, or gathering necessary resources, then that’s still progress. Let your donors and network know
that something is happening, even if they won’t be able to see the full effects immediately.
The third update should come somewhere in the range of 1-3 months post-Giving Tuesday. January is a
prime time to share, allowing you to channel the excitement of the holidays and frame your progress and
their contribution as a great start to the new year. February can be a good time to interject with an exciting
update to combat the lull of late winter. March, with all of the spring renewal, can be a nice time to present
a more complete follow-up. If you have not finished or mostly finished the actionable goals you set in your
Giving Tuesday initiative after three months, get on it! The updates are largely about keeping the lines of
communication open with your network, but they are also about accountability. People want to see you
doing what you said you would, with their contributions making a difference in a problem they care about.
Keep in mind that three updates are a minimum. If you aren’t done by January, you may want to reach out
for the new year anyway. If your project impact extends beyond the three-month suggestion, share an additional later update to wrap up this project. If there are any significant changes, or even notes or testimonials
from those you’ve helped, pass them on to your network. It can’t hurt to keep people in the loop!
To help retain donors for future projects, maintain communication even beyond the scope of this Giving
Tuesday initiative. Promote any upcoming events you have planned (including a donor appreciation event
if you choose to host one) as well as any major changes or projects with your organization. A 2014 Software
Advice study on preferred nonprofit communication found that 60% of donors primarily want impact and
success stories, but 17% of donors are also interested in hearing news about your nonprofit and an additional 15% want to hear specifically about events.
Asking for additional donations, they found, becomes a bit trickier. While a second ask is necessary to avoid
attrition, asking too soon or too often can irritate donors, causing you to lose them for a different reason.
The biggest takeaway is that you need to let things lie fallow for a bit, rather making an immediate move by
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asking donors to contribute to your next project. Generally, you don’t want to make multiple asks within the
same six-month period. Regarding when nonprofits should make another ask, the Software Advice study
found that 16% of donors wanted organizations to wait up to 3 months, 21% wanted 3-6 months, and 35%
wanted 7-12 months. By waiting seven months but sharing updates and information in the meantime, you
hit the sweet spot of staying in touch while still waiting long enough to make the next ask.
While 28% wanted more than 12 months, such a long length of time is a bit unreasonable when it comes to
maintaining strong relationships and continued growth. Likely those 28% who want the longest wait time
also fall into the 41% who never want to be contacted again. In that case, you may not be able to convert
those one-time donors into repeat contributors. However, you shouldn’t make assumptions about who
would or wouldn’t like to be contacted again. If a donor really wants to leave, you can’t force them to stay,
but if you drop all communication from your side, then the loss is on you. Keep the lines of communication
open with non-ask messaging, and, when the timing is right, appeal to the 59% of donors who are willing to
hear at least one or two additional asks.
Think of your donors as friends and consider how you maintain communication in other relationships. Wish
them happy holidays for various events around the year, and a happy birthday if you have that data. You
may also wish them a happy anniversary for their first donation or volunteer experience. The longer you
maintain a relationship, the more momentum it builds.

		

Check Out Our Pocket Guide to Stewardship

Creative Ways to Appreciate and Update
With all of the avenues available to you, it’s always good to take an omnichannel approach. Mix and match
methods to use all of the resources at your disposal, but take note of your donors’ preferred methods of
communication. Particularly for more personalized communication, try to reach people through the method
with which they are most comfortable, whether that is by mail, email, phone, or on social media.
Here are some options for communication in terms of channel and content. Adjust them as needed to fit
your resources and donor base, and maybe try something new!
Email
Email is an easy and common option, so be sure you’re maximizing what you can do with it. Confirmations,
thanks, and updates should definitely be sent by email, but you can also send videos, impact stories, personal accounts, and invitations. It’s harder to miss a message in your email inbox than on a busy social media feed, so crucial pieces like your first three important updates should be sent directly to donors. If you feel
comfortable committing to a more detailed newsletter with updates on projects and stories from recipients,
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go for it! Email is also a great place to note and appreciate a particular donor’s history with your organization. Segmented lists make large communications simple, so stay organized and start drafting.
Social Media
Being more public, social media is great for more general updates. It’s a way for you to reach people who
might be in your network but not on a mailing list. Since you’re generally not directing the communication
to any one person, you can promote fundraisers beyond the seven-month-spaced recommendations for personalized asks. You don’t want your whole feed to be asks, though. Add stories, statistics, pictures, graphics,
and videos to the mix, as well as updates on any projects or events. Plan for at least three of every four posts
to be content other than asks.
On Giving Tuesday, those three-out-of-four will mostly be updates and thank-yous. Social media reaches everyone, but it’s also really impactful to tag specific people. Thank donors, advocates, ambassadors, and your
formal team by name at various points through the day. If possible, use a picture in the post to thank them
as well. You may be able to reshare a post from them, such as an #UNselfie, if they’ve shared one, or you can
get more creative with a little extra prep. For example, College Mentors photoshopped donors’ names onto
blank whiteboards held by some of their student participants; they had the pictures taken in advance and
were ready to edit, tag, and share quickly. You can easily take this idea and give it your own spin.
Video
As we’ve noted in several sections, video is a huge asset and draw when it comes to internet interactions.
A video for thanks or updates will go a long way, as you can share it on numerous platforms. If you have an
event on Giving Tuesday, or even just before or after, record footage for a thank you video and get attendees
involved, either by saying thanks or sharing why they chose to get involved. If your project involves a group
working together in person, take pictures or brief video segments to use later in an update video. You may be
able to use some of these elements twice—now and for a future project or spotlight.
Mail
Handwritten notes are an important way to show appreciation, but mail is useful for other aspects of your
fundraising as well. It doesn’t need to be a main method of communication, but one key benefit is that mail
gives the donor a physical reminder of your communication. This can be particularly useful for asks and
events. Even if you don’t want to send mass mailings to your entire network, sending to a select population
can benefit you. As we noted in Section 4, Baby Boomers and the Silent Generation use mail more than
younger generations, and the Silent Generation in particular prefers it. Additionally, you may want to send
direct mailings to more major donors as well as physical invitations for any important events you may host,
as they lend an extra air of formality to the occasion.
Phone
As with direct mailings, not everyone necessarily needs a call, but those who prefer it will appreciate it. If
you ask your donors for their preferred means of communication, you may opt to make phone an option.
If you don’t ask for their preferences, but collect phone numbers, consider hosting a thank-you phonathon
in the days after Giving Tuesday. Phonathons may not need to be a regular occurrence depending on your
organization, but they can make a big difference when the timing is right.
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Events
Events are a great way to bring your fundraising community together in a very tangible way. They have the
benefit of physically showing support for your organization and providing photo opportunities for your
future media communications, but they can also be great mixers and community builders. People tend to
also be invested in their friends’ projects, so if an event you host leads to a friendship between several individuals, they all become more invested as you have turned your fundraisers and events into a group activity.
They’re also a reliable way to boost community involvement. Events may be fundraisers in and of themselves, but they can also be appreciation events or meet and greets with your team. Doing so humanizes
your organization as well as your donors. Anything from a relay or race to a happy hour or picnic in the park
can qualify, and may feel like a fun breather.
Website
With all of the options available to share information, don’t forget to keep your website up to date! Thank
donors somewhere on your permanent page and make note of all updates or upcoming events. Your website
should be dynamic, up to date, and easily accessible.
There is no one right way for communicating with your network, as long as you are, in fact, communicating.
Stewardship and donor retention can be hugely influential for your fundraising, so it’s worth investing some
time to make sure that you do it well. Find a balance between being present and overly persistent, and remember that it’s important to make your fundraising fun, as well. Try a new way of reaching out—you might
be surprised by how much it can impact your growth and your future initiatives!
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